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Genes, as functional fragments of DNA sequences, evolve inside genomes through
evolutionary events such as gene duplication, gene loss, and horizontal gene transfer. These evolutionary events are often assumed to affect entire genes, rather
than parts of genes. However, it is well understood that a majority of genes in
eukaryotes consist of multiple protein domains that can be independently lost or
gained during evolution. Despite the fact that a large amount of research has
been conducted on protein domains, existing research generally focuses on detecting domains and on studying the domain content of genes. Thus, the study of
domain evolution itself is still in its infancy, and the relationship between domain
level, gene level, and species level evolution has not been sufficiently explored.
Phylogenetic reconciliation is a powerful technique for inferring gene family
evolution and is used to study the evolution of gene families inside species trees.
In this dissertation, we develop an expanded reconciliation model that also
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accounts for domain evolution and explicitly captures the interdependence of domain, gene, and species level evolution. We show that the problem of finding
an optimal reconciliation under this new Domain-Gene-Species (DGS) reconciliation model is NP-hard, and devise an effective heuristic algorithm as well as
an ILP-based exact algorithm for the problem. Both algorithms are tested on a
genome-wide data set containing thousands of domain families and gene families
from 12 fly species. We also present an extended version of DGS model which
reconciles multiple domain trees, multiple gene trees and a species tree simultaneously.
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Chapter 1

Background

1.1

Introduction

Phylogenetic trees are ubiquitous in evolutionary biology and have been historically used to represent the evolutionary history of a group of species. This is
illustrated in Figure1.1. Similar to species, genes have their own evolutionary
histories and phylogenetic trees for genes are called gene trees. Besides speciation events, genes can be duplicated and lost, and even can be transferred from
one species to another. Gene trees evolve inside species tree, but these events
can create great discordance between gene tree and species tree topologies. An
important problem in biology is to reconstruct the evolution of a gene tree inside
the species tree, by identifying the specific evolutionary events that shaped the
evolution of that gene family.
Phylogenetic reconciliation is a powerful computational technique for inferring gene evolution and is based on the observation that the evolutionary processes
responsible for gene family evolution create specific patterns of incongruence be-
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tween the topology of the gene tree and that of the underlying species tree. Thus,
by comparing the gene tree with the species tree one can infer the evolutionary events required to explain their incongruence. The inference problem may
be formulated either probabilistically, where the goal is to find the most likely
reconciliation, or based on the parsimony principle, where the goal is to find a
reconciliation with the smallest weighted total cost of events. Most formulations
are based on parsimony, which is conceptually simpler, makes fewer assumptions
about the rates of evolutionary events, admits more efficient algorithms, and is
highly accurate in practice. Based on the evolutionary events considered several reconciliation models exist in the literature. The duplication-loss model,
e.g., [1, 12, 17, 25, 27, 38, 39, 43, 65], and Duplication-Transfer-Loss model, e.g.,
[4, 15, 26, 50, 53, 56, 57] are especially well-studied.
Over the last a few years there has been growing realization that the majority of genes in eukaryotes consist of multiple protein domains that can be
independently lost or gained during evolution [11, 18, 21, 29, 59].
The gain and loss of protein domains inside a protein(gene), through domain duplication, transfers, or losses, has important evolutionary and functional
consequences. Yet, domain level events have never been integrated into the study
of gene evolution, and existing phylogenetic reconciliation models do not take domains into consideration. Moreover, the study of domain evolution itself is still
in its infancy.

2

Fig. 1.1: An example illustrating the concept of a phylogenetic tree. All species
on tree leaves evolved from the common ancestor(root of the tree) and
clustered into groups by their biological similarities.

Fig. 1.2: Domains in proteins. On the above is a visualization of protein structure consisting three domains. At the bottom is a gene sequence consisting multiple domains. Figure credits to Letunic/Wikipedia/CC BYSA 3.0 and Thomas Splettstoesser/Wikipedia/CC BY-SA 3.0. Small
modifications applied.
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1.2

Our Contribution

In this thesis we propose an integrated model of domain evolution that explicitly captures the interdependence of domain-, gene-, and species-level evolution
(DGS). In our DGS model, domains evolve inside genes through evolutionary
events such as domain co-divergence, domain duplication, domain loss and domain transfer. And genes evolve inside species through gene evolutionary events,
typically gene duplication and gene loss for eukaryotes.
The proposed model extends the classical phylogenetic reconciliation framework, which originally infers gene family evolution by topologically comparing
a gene tree and its corresponding species tree. Our model explicitly considers
domain-level evolution and decouples domain-level events from gene-level events.
Under our DGS model, We define the optimal DGS reconciliation problem as finding one of a joint reconciliation scenario with minimal reconciliation cost summing
over domain level and gene level evolutionary events. We show that this corresponding computational problem is NP-hard. Considering the true history of
domain evolution is unknown, the difficulty lies not only in revealing the impact
of the DGS model, but also in evaluating the performance of the algorithm. To
cope with this difficulty, we first propose a polynomial time heuristic method
based on dynamic programming, and use it to show the impact of DGS model on
real biological data. We then provide an integer linear programming algorithm to
solve the DGS reconciliation problem exactly, and justify the dynamic program4

ming algorithm. Finally we also extended the DGS model into a more general
version (mDGS) that takes multiple domain trees as input and simultaneously
reconciles them against a group of gene trees and a species tree.
This thesis is organized into five chapters, including this current chapter;
Chapter 2 introduces the DGS reconciliation model, proves that the underlying
compuational problem is NP-hard, provides the first heuristic algorithm for solving the optimal DGS reconciliation problem, and demonstrates the impact of DGS
reconciliation on real data. The content of chapter 2 was published in [36]. In
chapter 3, we introduce an exact ILP-based algorithm for the optimal DGS reconciliation problem and compare its performance against the heuristic algorithm
from Chapter 2. The content of Chapter 3 was published in [35]. In Chapter
4 we present an extended version of DGS model that simultaneously reconciles
multiple domain trees. The contents of Chapter 4, were recently accepted for
publication [37]. Finally, in Chapter 5, we discuss some potential applications of
DGS reconciliation.
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Chapter 2

An Integrated Reconciliation Framework for Domain,
Gene, and Species Level Evolution

Here, we develop an integrated model of domain evolution that explicitly captures the interdependence of domain-, gene-, and species-level evolution. Our
model extends the classical phylogenetic reconciliation framework, which infers
gene family evolution by comparing gene trees and species tree, by explicitly considering domain-level evolution and decoupling domain-level events from genelevel events. In this chapter, we (i) introduce the new integrated reconciliation
framework, (ii) prove that the associated optimization problem is NP-hard, (iii)
devise an efficient heuristic solution for the problem, (iv) apply our algorithm
to a large dataset of over 3700 domain trees and 7000 gene trees from 12 fly
species, and (v) demonstrate the impact of using our new computational framework by comparing the inferred evolutionary histories against those obtained
using existing approaches. The implemented software is freely available from
http://compbio.engr.uconn.edu/software/seadog/.
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2.1

Introduction

Gene families evolve via complex evolutionary processes such as gene duplication,
gene loss, horizontal gene transfer, and incomplete lineage sorting, and understanding the role of these processes in the evolution of any gene family has many
important applications throughout biology. As a result, many methods exist for
studying the role of these processes in gene family evolution. Yet, most previous
methods view the gene as the basic unit of evolution and assume that the evolutionary processes act on entire genes, rather than on parts of genes. It has been
estimated that up to 60% of genes in multicellular organisms and 40% of genes in
unicellular organisms [29] consist of multiple protein domains (well-characterized
functional units) that can be independently lost or gained during evolution; i.e.,
that events such as duplication, transfer, and loss can act upon domains, instead
of on entire genes [41]. Thus, previous methods for inferring gene family evolution
ignore one of its primary evolutionary mechanisms.
The gain or loss of domains has important functional consequences for any
gene [2,40,58,59], and there exists a large body of work studying the evolutionary
and functional dynamics of domains and of multi-domain genes. However, even
though it is well understood that domains evolve inside genes and genes inside
species, e.g., [54], there do not exist any computational frameworks to simultaneously model the evolution of domains, genes, and species and account for their
inter-dependency. This is a major limitation of the existing models of domain and
7

gene evolution, with implications on their accuracy and capability.
In this work, we develop a three-tree model of domain evolution that explicitly captures the interdependence of domain-, gene-, and species-level evolution.
Our model decouples domain-level events from gene-level events and provides a
much more fine-grained view of gene family and domain family evolution that
is both more accurate and easy to interpret. Our three-tree model builds upon
the classical phylogenetic reconciliation framework, which compares a gene tree
(evolutionary tree of a gene family) with its species tree (evolutionary tree of
the corresponding species) to infer the evolutionary events that shaped that gene
family. Our new, three-tree reconciliation model takes as input a collection of
domain trees, gene trees, and a species tree, and jointly optimizes the reconciliation of the domain trees with the gene trees and gene trees with the species tree.
We develop our framework in the context of eukaryotic gene families where gene
families evolve primarily through gene duplications and gene losses, and domain
families through domain duplications, domain transfers (from one gene to another
within the same species), and domain losses. Our model captures these primary
elementary events of domain and gene evolution, and we formulate the optimization problem as a parsimony problem where the goal is to minimize the weighted
sum of the evolutionary events invoked. An illustration appears in Figure 3.1(a).
Previous work on domain analysis. Previous computational work on domain
evolution can be divided into three categories: (i) methods for identifying domains
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Fig. 2.1: The proposed three-tree model. (a) The figure depicts a simple
example with a domain tree whose domains come from two gene trees
(gene trees 1 and 2). The depicted DGS reconciliation scenario shows
how gene trees 1 and 2 evolved inside the species tree and how the
domain tree evolved inside the two gene trees. In the gene-to-species
reconciliation, a gene-duplication event (highlighted in blue) is invoked
at the root of gene tree 1. In the domain-to-gene reconciliation, a
domain duplication event is invoked at the marked node (highlighted
in orange) as shown in the figure, and a domain-transfer event is invoked
at the bolded edge in the domain tree where the domain is copied from
gene tree 2 to gene tree 1. Observe that the donor gene from gene tree
2 and the recipient gene from gene tree 1 both map to the same species
tree node z. (b) A consolidated view of domain gain and loss inside
a gene tree, obtained by combining the evolutionary histories for all
domains in that gene family.
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in gene sequences, (ii) methods for studying the dynamics of domain content in
proteins (genes), and (iii) methods that explicitly study domain evolution. Methods in the first category are focused on identifying known and unknown domains
in gene sequences and classifying them into distinct domain families [7, 13, 55].
These methods have led to the identification of tens of thousands of domain families, knowledge about the prevalence of multi-domain proteins, and the creation of
many databases for domain sequences like Pfam [19], SMART [48], etc. Methods
in the second category [11, 14, 21, 22, 44] focus primarily on problems related to
the emergence and preservation of domain combinations in genes, rates of various
domain shuffling events (such as domain insertions, duplications, and deletions),
inference of ancestral domain architectures, etc. These methods generally use
simple evolutionary models that often do not consider the phylogenetic history of
domains and are not designed for inferring evolutionary scenarios for domains or
genes.
The methods most closely related to our work are those that belong to category (iii) and whose focus is on explicitly reconstructing the evolutionary histories
of domain families [8,52,54,61,64]. The methods of Behzadi and Vingron [8], Weidenhoeft et al. [61] and Wu et al. [64] take as input a collection of domain trees
along with domain compositions or architectures for the genes from which the
domains were sampled. The method of Wu et al. [64] also requires a species
tree. Both methods combine domains parsimoniously in a bottom up fashion
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based on the given domain compositions/architectures to recreate the compositions/architectures for ancestral genes, along with events such as gene fusions and
fissions. Neither of these methods captures the interdependence of domain, gene,
and species evolution, and neither uses gene trees. Explicit use of gene trees is
important since gene trees are widely used for functional studies and in the study
of genome evolution. Thus, using gene trees greatly improves the utility and interpretability of domain evolution. Moreover, without using gene trees one cannot
properly model the interdependence between domain, gene, and species evolution. The previous approach conceptually most similar to ours is that of Stolzer
et al. [52, 54], which uses the well-established Duplication-Transfer-Loss reconciliation model to reconcile domain trees with either gene trees or species trees to
gain evolutionary insight, and can also reconcile domain trees with gene trees and
gene trees with species tree. The approach of Stolzer et al. is ground-breaking
in its application of phylogenetic reconciliation to infer domain-level evolution.
However, Stolzer et al. use a simpler problem formulation that assumes a fixed
gene to species mapping and does not seek a joint reconciliation of the domain,
gene, and species trees. Thus, their approach does not model the interdependence
of domain, gene, and species evolution. Furthermore, while our approach models
the evolution of a domain tree in multiple gene trees simultaneously, the approach
of Stolzer et al. only allows for the reconciliation of a domain tree with a single
gene tree and therefore cannot infer a complete history of the evolution of domain
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families.
Previous work on phylogenetic reconciliation. Phylogenetic reconciliation
is one of the most powerful and most widely used techniques for studying gene family evolution and involves the systematic comparison of a gene tree with its species
tree. The technique is based on the observation that the evolutionary processes
responsible for gene family evolution create incongruence between the topology of
the gene tree and that of the underlying species tree. Thus, by comparing the gene
tree with the species tree one can infer the evolutionary events required to explain
their incongruence. The inference problem may be formulated either probabilistically, where the goal is to find the most likely reconciliation, or based on the
parsimony principle, where the goal is to find a reconciliation with the smallest
weighted total cost of events. Most formulations are based on parsimony, which
is conceptually simpler, makes fewer assumptions about the rates of evolutionary events, admits more efficient algorithms, and is highly accurate in practice.
Based on the evolutionary events considered several reconciliation models exist
in the literature. The duplication-loss model, e.g., [1, 12, 17, 25, 27, 38, 39, 43, 65],
and Duplication-Transfer-Loss model, e.g., [4, 15, 26, 50, 53, 56, 57] are especially
well-studied. None of the previous reconciliation models consider domain-level
evolutionary events, and take as input only two trees.
Our Contributions. Here, we introduce our three-tree model of domain evolution that explicitly captures the interdependence of domain-, gene-, and species-
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level evolution, lay down its methodological and algorithmic foundations, and
study the impact of the new model on inferring domain- and gene-level evolution
in practice. Specifically, our contributions are as follows: We (i) introduce our new
computational framework, the Domain-Gene-Species (DGS) reconciliation model,
(ii) prove that the associated optimization problem is, surprisingly, NP-hard, (iii)
devise an efficient and effective heuristic algorithm for the problem, (iv) apply our
algorithm to a large dataset of over 3700 domain trees and 7000 gene trees from
12 fly species, and (v) demonstrate the significant impact of using our new computational framework by comparing the inferred evolutionary histories of domains
and genes against those obtained using existing approaches.
The remainder of this manuscript is organized as follows: The next section
starts with basic definitions and preliminaries, introduces the new DGS reconciliation model and associated optimization problem, and discusses basic properties,
assumptions, and limitations of the DGS reconciliation model. In Section 2.3 we
prove that the associated optimization problem is NP-hard. Our heuristic algorithm for the problem is described in Section 2.4. Experimental results appear in
Section 3.6, and concluding remarks in Section 3.7.

2.2

Definitions and Preliminaries

Preliminaries. Throughout this manuscript, the term tree refers to rooted trees.
Given a tree T , we denote its node, edge, and leaf sets by V (T ), E(T ), and Le(T )
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respectively. The root node of T is denoted by rt(T ), the parent of a node v ∈ V (T )
by paT (v), its set of children by ChT (v), and the (maximal) subtree of T rooted
at v by T (v). The set of internal nodes of T , denoted I(T ), is defined to be
V (T ) \ Le(T ). We define ≤T to be the partial order on V (T ) where x ≤T y if
y is a node on the path between rt(T ) and x. The partial order ≥T is defined
analogously, i.e., x ≥T y if x is a node on the path between rt(T ) and y. We say
that y is an ancestor of x, or that x is a descendant of y, if x ≤T y (note that,
under this definition, every node is a descendant as well as ancestor of itself).
We say that x and y are incomparable if neither x ≤T y nor y ≤T x. Given a
non-empty subset L ⊆ Le(T ), we denote by lcaT (L) the least common ancestor
(LCA) of all the leaves in L in tree T ; that is, lcaT (L) is the unique smallest upper
bound of L under ≤T .
Our three-tree framework takes as input a domain tree D, a collection of gene
trees G, and a species tree S. For the core framework, all trees are assumed to be
rooted (unrooted trees can be rooted by locally optimizing the reconciliation over
all possible roots). The species tree is a tree showing the evolutionary history for
a chosen set of species. Each gene tree is a tree showing the evolutionary history
for a set of genes related by common ancestry, called a gene family, restricted to
the species represented in the species tree. Similarly, a domain tree shows the
evolutionary history for a set of domains related by common ancestry, called a
domain family, restricted to the genes represented in the gene trees.
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The leaves in each of the three types of trees represent existing entities
(species, or gene sequences, or domain sequences), while internal nodes represent
hypothetical ancestral species or sequences. Each leaf in a gene tree is labeled
by the species from which that leaf (gene) was sampled. Similarly, each leaf in
a domain tree is labeled with the gene from which that leaf (domain) was taken.
This defines a leaf-to-leaf mapping from the domain trees to the gene trees, and
from the gene trees to the species tree. Since a gene may have multiple domains,
there may be multiple domains (possible from different domain trees) mapping
to the same gene. Similarly, since domains from the same domain family may be
present in multiple gene families, different leaves of a single domain tree may map
to genes from different gene families. This is illustrated in Figure 3.1(a) and (b).

2.2.1

The domain-gene-species reconciliation model

We define the domain-gene-species (DGS) reconciliation model where the goal is to
find a reconciliation of the given gene trees with the species tree, and of the given
domain tree with the gene trees. The reconciliation of a gene tree with a species
tree models the primary evolutionary events that shape gene family evolution
within species; in the case of multi-cellular organisms these are speciation, gene
duplication, and gene loss. Similarly, the reconciliation of a domain tree with one
or more gene trees models the elementary evolutionary events that shape domain
family evolution within genes; in this case co-divergence, domain transfer, domain
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duplication, and domain loss. Our reconciliation model is based on the parsimony
principle, where each event is assigned a cost and we seek a DGS reconciliation of
minimum total cost.
The DGS reconciliation model requires joint optimization of gene-species
and domain-gene reconciliations since the domain-gene reconciliation depends on
the gene-species reconciliation. Thus, the two reconciliation problems cannot be
solved individually. A valid DGS reconciliation for a given domain tree D, a set
of gene trees G in which the domains of D are represented, and a species tree S,
can be formally defined as follows.
Definition 2.2.1 (DGS-reconciliation). Given a domain tree D, collection of gene
trees G, a species tree S, and leaf-mappings LD : Le(D) → Le(G) and LG : Le(G) →
Le(S), a DGS-reconciliation for D, G and S is a nine-tuple
hMD , MG , ΣD , ΣG , ∆D , ∆G , Θ, Ξ, τ i, where MD : V (D) → V (G) and MG : V (G) →
V (S) map each node of D to a node from G and each node from G to a node of S,
respectively, the sets ΣD , ∆D , and Θ partition I(D) into co-divergence, domainduplication, and domain-transfer nodes, respectively, the sets ΣG and ∆G partition
I(G) into speciation and gene-duplication nodes, respectively, Ξ is a subset of domain tree edges that represent domain-transfer events, and τ : Θ → V (G) specifies
the recipient gene for each domain-transfer event, subject to:
Gene-Species constraints:
1. If g ∈ Le(G), then MG (g) = LG (g).
16

2. If g ∈ I(G) and g ′ and g ′′ denote the children of g, then,
(a) MG (g) ≥S lca(M G (g ′ ), M G (g ′′ )),
(b) g ∈ ΣG if and only if MG (g) = lca(MG (g ′ ), MG (g ′′ )) and MG (g ′ ) and MG (g ′′ )
are incomparable,
(c) g ∈ ∆G only if MG (g) ≥S lca(MG (g ′ ), MG (g ′′ )).
Domain-Gene constraints:
3. If d ∈ Le(D), then MD (d) = LD (d).
4. If d ∈ I(D) and d′ and d′′ denote the children of d, then,
(a) MD (d) 6≤G MD (d′ ) and MD (d) 6≤G MD (d′′ ),
(b) At least one of MD (d′ ) and MD (d′′ ) is a descendant of MD (d) (in the same
gene tree).
5. Given any edge (d, d′ ) ∈ E(D), (d, d′ ) ∈ Ξ if and only if MD (d) and MD (d′ )
are in different gene trees or incomparable in the same gene tree.
6. If d ∈ I(D) and d′ and d′′ denote the children of d, then,
(a) d ∈ ΣD if and only if MD (d) = lca(MD (d′ ), MD (d′′ )) (in the same gene tree)
and MD (d′ ) and MD (d′′ ) are incomparable,
(b) d ∈ ∆D only if MD (d) ≥G lca(MD (d′ ), MD (d′′ )) (in the same gene tree),
(c) d ∈ Θ if and only if either (d, d′ ) ∈ Ξ or (d, d′′ ) ∈ Ξ.
(d) If d ∈ Θ and (d, d′ ) ∈ Ξ, then MD (d) and τ (d) must either be in different
gene trees or incomparable in the same gene tree, MG (MD (d)) = MG (τ (d)),
and MD (d′ ) ≤G τ (d).
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Constraints 1 and 2 above apply to the reconciliation of the gene trees with
the species tree. Essentially, we define each gene tree node to be speciation or
gene-duplication based on the classical Duplication-Loss model [25, 43], allowing
for suboptimal gene-species reconciliations. Constraints 3, 4, 5, and 6 apply to the
reconciliation of the domain tree with the gene trees. This domain tree to gene
trees reconciliation is similar to the well-studied Duplication-Transfer-Loss (DTL)
reconciliation model for reconciling gene trees and species tree in the presence of
horizontal gene transfer, e.g., [4,15,26,53,57], with a few key differences: First, the
speciation, duplication, transfer, and loss events from DTL-reconciliation correspond to co-divergence, domain-duplications, domain-transfers (which modeling
the copying of a domain from one gene to another gene, and domain-losses in
the domain tree D. Second, the reconciliation between D and G may span more
than one gene tree from G. And third, domain transfers can only occur between
genes present in the same genome/species, and these transfers may occur between
genes from either the same gene family or different gene families. Constraint 3
ensures that the mapping MD is consistent with the leaf-mapping LD . Constraint
4a imposes on MD the temporal constraints (ancestor-descendant relationships)
implied by the gene trees. Constraint 4b implies that any internal node in D may
represent at most one domain-transfer event. Constraint 5 determines the edges
of D that are domain-transfer edges. Constraints 6a, 6b, and 6c state the conditions under which an internal node of G may represent a co-divergence, domain-
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duplication, and domain-transfer respectively. Constraint 6d specifies which genes
may be designated as the recipient gene for any given domain-transfer event. Note
that, in the absence of horizontal gene transfer, the transfer of a domain from one
gene to another can only happen within the same genome. Thus, we explicitly
enforce that the donor gene and recipient gene for any domain transfer event must
map to the same species in the species tree (constraint 6d). Figure 3.1(a) shows
an example of a valid DGS-reconciliation.
In our parsimony-based reconciliation framework, each evolutionary event
G
other than speciation and co-divergence is assigned a positive cost. P∆G and Ploss
G
denote the gene-duplication and gene-loss costs, while P∆D , PΘD , and Ploss
denote

domain-duplication, domain-transfer, and domain-loss costs. We use two separate
D
D
instead of a single PΘD , so that we can distinguish between
and PΘ2
costs PΘ1

domain transfers that remain within the same gene family from those that cross
gene family boundaries.
The reconciliation cost of a given DGS-reconciliation is defined as follows.
Definition 2.2.2 (Reconciliation cost of DGS-reconciliation). Given a DGSreconciliation α, the reconciliation cost for α is the total cost of all events invoked
by α.
Note that, while domain-duplication, domain-transfer, and gene-duplication
events are directly specified in the DGS-reconciliation, domain-losses and genelosses are not. However, given a DGS-reconciliation, one can directly count the
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minimum number of gene-losses and domain-losses, in accordance with the DTL
and duplication-loss reconciliation models [4]. For completeness, the formal definitions of the minimum number of gene-losses and domain-losses are as follows.

2.2.2

Computing gene and domain losses

Let T be a tree. Given x, y ∈ V (T ), x →T y denotes the unique path from x to
y in T . We denote by distT (x, y) the number of edges on the path x →T y; note
that if x = y then distT (x, y) = 0.
Definition 2.2.3 (Gene-Losses). Given a DGS-reconciliation α = hMD , MG , ΣD ,
ΣG , ∆D , ∆G , Θ, Ξ, τ i for D, G and S, let g ∈ I(G) and {g ′ , g ′′ } = Ch(d). The number of gene-losses GeneLossα (g) at node g, is defined to be:
• |distS (MG (g), MG (g ′ )) − 1| + |distS (MG (g), MG (g ′′ )) − 1|, if g ∈ ΣG .
• distS (MG (g), MG (g ′ )) + distS (MG (g), MG (g ′′ )), if g ∈ ∆G .
The total number of gene-losses in the DGS-reconciliation α is defined to be
GeneLossα =

P

g∈I(G)

GeneLossα (g).

Definition 2.2.4 (Domain-Losses). Given a DGS-reconciliation α = hMD , MG ,
ΣD , ΣG , ∆D , ∆G , Θ, Ξ, τ i for D, G and S, let d ∈ I(D) and {d′ , d′′ } = Ch(d). The
number of domain-losses DomainLossα (d) at node d, is defined to be:
• |distG (MD (d), MD (d′ )) − 1| + |distG (MD (d), MD (d′′ )) − 1|, if d ∈ ΣD .
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• distG (MD (d), MD (d′ )) + distG (MD (d), MD (d′′ )), if d ∈ ∆D .
• distG (MD (d), MD (d′′ )) + distG (τ (d), MD (d′ )) if (d, d′ ) ∈ Ξ.
The total number of domain-losses in the DGS-reconciliation α is defined to be
DomainLossα =

P

d∈I(D)

DomainLossα (d).

The computational objective is to find an optimal, or most parsimonious,
reconciliation, i.e., a DGS-reconciliation that has minimum reconciliation cost.
More formally:
Definition 2.2.5 (Optimal DGS-Reconciliation (ODGS) Problem). Given D, G
G
D
D
D
and S, along with P∆G , Ploss
, P∆D , PΘ1
, PΘ2
, and Ploss
, the ODGS problem is to

find a DGS-reconciliation for D, G and S with minimum reconciliation cost.
Relationship to previous approaches. As mentioned previously, the only
other reconciliation-based approach to modeling domain evolution is the groundbreaking work of Stolzer et al. [52,54], which uses the well-established DuplicationTransfer-Loss reconciliation model to reconcile domain trees with either gene trees
or species trees to gain evolutionary insight, and can also reconcile domain trees
with gene trees and gene trees with species tree. A crucial difference between
the DGS reconciliation model and the approach of Stolzer et al. is that they
use a simpler problem formulation that assumes a fixed gene to species mapping
and does not seek a joint reconciliation of the domain, gene, and species trees.
Thus, their approach does not fully model the interdependence of domain, gene,
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and species evolution. Another difference is that while our approach models the
evolution of a domain tree in multiple gene trees simultaneously, the approach of
Stolzer et al. only allows for the reconciliation of a domain tree with a single gene
tree and therefore is unable infer a complete history of the evolution of domain
families.

2.2.3

Existence of DGS-reconciliations

Given the constraints on DGS reconciliation, it may not be immediately clear if
a DGS-reconciliation always exists. As the following claim shows, there always
exists a valid DGS-reconciliation if each gene tree in G has at least two leaves.
G
D
D
D
Claim 1. Given D, G and S, along with P∆G , Ploss
, P∆D , PΘ1
, PΘ2
, and Ploss
, if

each G ∈ G is such that |V (G)| ≥ 2, then there exists a valid DGS-reconciliation
for D, G and S.
Proof. Consider any mapping of D to the gene trees in G that is valid under the
DTL reconciliation model (such a mapping always exists). We will show how
to construct a mapping from G to S that allows for this mapping from D to
G: Simply map every internal node of every gene tree in G to the root node of
S. The resulting domain-to-gene and gene-to-species mappings constitute a valid
DGS-reconciliation and satisfy all constraints of Definition 1.
Thus, a DGS reconciliation is guaranteed to exist as long as a very basic
condition is met. In fact, even if G contains single-leaf gene trees, a DGS reconcil22

iation should still exist, under reasonable evolutionary assumptions, unless there
are errors in the domain tree topology or the gene family is incomplete.

2.2.4

Temporal consistency of DGS-reconciliations

Our model allows for the transfer of domains from one gene to another within the
same genome/species. In models where such horizontal transfer of genetic material is allowed (e.g., in the DTL reconciliation model), there is the possibility that
an inferred evolutionary history might invoke transfer events that are temporally
infeasible [4, 15, 53, 57]. This happens when the inferred transfer events imply
contradictory temporal constraints, making them inconsistent with any temporal
ordering (or dating) of the internal nodes of the underlying tree. A desirable property of our DGS reconciliation model is that any DGS-reconciliation is guaranteed
to be temporally consistent (or temporally feasible) with respect to the species
tree. This is because, in any DGS-reconciliation, domain transfers can only occur
between genes that co-exist in the same genome/species on the species tree. Thus,
irrespective of the temporal ordering of the nodes of the species tree, any invoked
domain-transfer events each occur within the same species node. However, DGSreconciliations need not always be temporally consistent with respect to the gene
trees. This can happen when there are multiple nodes on the gene trees that map
to the same species node. Domain transfers involving those gene tree nodes could,
potentially, be temporally inconsistent. Temporal inconsistency is a well studied
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problem in the DTL reconciliation literature and is known to affect only a small
fraction of optimal reconciliations [57]. In fact, since DGS-reconciliations allow
domain-transfers only between genes that map to the same node on the species
tree, the possibility for temporal inconsistency is further reduced. Moreover, even
when reconciliations are allowed to be temporally inconsistent, the reconciliations
show very high accuracy overall [6]. As a result, we do not explicitly enforce time
consistency of domain-transfer events in our DGS-reconciliation model. However,
if desired, a requirement for time consistency could be easily added to the definition of DGS-reconciliation.

2.2.5

Simplifying assumptions in DGS-reconciliation

The DGS reconciliation model makes some of the same assumptions as other
phylogeny-based methods for studying domain evolution [8, 52, 54, 61, 64]. In particular, the DGS reconciliation framework assumes that domain trees, gene trees,
and species trees can all be reconstructed with reasonable accuracy and provided
as input. This is a safe assumption for species trees, whose accurate reconstruction
benefits from the availability of well-behaved core genes or from whole-genome
data. A potential problem with the construction of multi-domain gene trees is
that different genes may have different domain contents or architectures, which
complicates the building of those gene families due to domain chaining (caused
by sharing of domains from the same domain family between genes from differ-
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ent gene families) [30], and of aligning their sequences for reconstructing gene
trees [46]. These complications can lead to situations where two or more separate
gene families are collapsed into a single gene family or to gene trees that have poor
sequence support or incorrect tree topologies. However, some over-clustering of
gene families is not a major confounding factor for DGS-reconciliation. Moreover, gene trees can generally be reconstructed with good accuracy, especially
when error-correction techniques are used, e.g., [47, 63]. Indeed, the use of gene
trees and species trees is ubiquitous throughout evolutionary genomics. The identification of protein domains and the construction of domain families is also a
well-studied problem and gene/protein sequences are routinely annotated with
their protein domains [19, 34]. However, the accurate reconstruction of domain
trees can be difficult in many cases. This is primarily due to the shorter sequence
lengths of protein domains, which makes it difficult to compute a well-supported
domain tree topology. However, accurate domain trees can still be constructed
for domains that have sufficient sequence length or sufficient diversity in their sequences. Furthermore, as we demonstrate in Section 3.6, it should be possible to
error-correct incorrect domain trees topologies using techniques similar to those
used for gene tree error correction. This limitation of obtaining reasonably accurate domain trees is one that our model shares will all other methods for studying
domain evolution that use domain trees in their analysis [8, 52, 54, 61, 64]. Finally,
as we discuss in Section 3.7, the DGS reconciliation framework may itself be used
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to error-correct domain trees by computing DGS-reconciliations for alternative
domain tree topologies.
The current DGS reconciliation framework also makes some other simplifying assumptions. These include: (i) reconciliation of only a single domain family
at a time, where simultaneous reconciliation of multiple domain trees may yield
more accurate results by making it easier to identify events that affect multiple domains simultaneously, and (ii) no consideration of domain architectures or of the
biological mechanisms, e.g., [59,60], for domain duplication, transfer, or loss, consideration of which may lead to more accurate modeling of the domain gain/loss
process. Despite these assumptions, the DGS reconciliation framework represents
a significant advancement over existing phylogenetic approaches for studying domain family and gene family evolution and lays the foundation for more complex
models of domain and gene evolution.

2.3

NP-hardness of the ODGS Problem

We now show that the ODGS problem is NP-hard. Specifically, let D-ODGS
denote the decision version of the ODGS problem where, given D, G and S along
G
D
D
D
with event costs P∆G , Ploss
, PΘ2
, Ploss
and a nonnegative integer N , the
, P∆D , PΘ1

question is to decide if there exists a DSG reconciliation of D, G and S with
reconciliation cost at most N .
Theorem 2.3.1. The D-ODGS problem is NP-Complete.
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The D-ODGS problem is clearly in NP. We will show that D-ODGS is NPhard using a polynomial-time reduction from the NP-Complete independent set
problem. Given a graph G = (V, E) and a nonnegative integer k, the Independent
Set (IS) problem asks if there exists an independent set of size at least k in G.
Given instance hG = (V, E), ki of IS, let {v1 , . . . , vn } denote the n vertices
in V . We use Eij , where i < j, to denote the edge between vertices vi and vj
(assuming it exists). We will assume, without any loss of generality, that G is
connected.
Consider an instance φ of the IS problem with G = (V, E), and k given.
We will show how to transform φ into an instance λ of the D-ODGS problem
by constructing domain tree D, collection of gene trees G, species tree S, and
setting all the event costs in such a way that there exists a YES answer to the
IS instance φ if and only if there exists a YES answer to the D-ODGS instance λ
with N = 5n + 4m + 4 − 4k, where n = |V | and m = |E|. The transformation of
Φ into λ proceeds as follows:
Domain Tree. The domain tree D consists of m subtrees, labeled TEij , each
corresponding to a different edge Eij ∈ E, connected together to form a caterpillar
tree on these m subtrees. This is illustrated in Figure 2.2. The subtree TEij
consists of four leaf nodes labeled dij , dji , d′ij , and d′ji . The topology of TEij is
set to be ((dij , dji ), (d′ij , d′ji )). The ordering of these m subtrees in the caterpillar
backbone is unimportant.
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Gene Trees. G contains n + 1 gene trees denoted G0 , G1 , . . . , Gn , each with only
two leaves. The leaf nodes of G0 are labeled g1 and g2 , and those of Gi , for i ≥ 1,
are labeled gi′ and gi′′ . Thus, gene trees correspond, in a sense, to vertices in the
graph and each gene tree has the same topology.
Species Tree. The species tree S has four leaves labeled r1 , r2 , l, and rs , and
topology ((r1 , r2 ), (l, rs )). Here l is a redundant node to which no gene node
maps.
Leaf-Mappings LD and LG . We first describe LD . Domain tree leaves labeled dij ,
where i < j map to node g1 and those labeled dji , where i < j, map to node g2 .
Domain tree leaves labeled d′ij (resp. d′ji ) map to node gi′ (resp. gj′ ). None of the
domain nodes map to gene nodes labeled gi′′ , for any i ≥ 1. We now describe LG .
The gene nodes g1 and g2 from G0 map to r1 and r2 , respectively. For all other
gene trees, Gi , for i ≥ 1, leaf nodes gi′ and gi′′ both map to rs .
G
D
D
D
, Ploss
to all be 1.
, PΘ2
Event Costs. We set P∆G , Ploss
, P∆D , PΘ1

The gadget described above is illustrated in Figure 2.2.
Main idea of the reduction. While the actual NP-completeness proof is nontrivial, the main idea of the reduction is as follows. Consider the relationship
between the IS problem and D-ODGS problem. The structure of the domain tree
and gene trees is such that a large number of the internal nodes of the domain tree
must be domain transfer events. These domain transfer events require that their
donor and recipient genes map to the same species in the species tree, which is
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Fig. 2.2: This figure illustrates the construction of the D-ODGS instance given
an instance of the IS problem. The domain tree D, gene trees in G,
and species tree S are shown.
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only possible if some of the gene nodes deviate from their optimal mapping under
the duplication-loss model. This incurs an additional cost in the gene-species
reconciliation. However, this additional cost can be minimized by assigning the
mappings of the internal nodes of the domain tree in such a way that the required
domain transfer events are able to “share” the additional cost, rather than impose
an additional cost of their own. The larger the independent set in the IS instance,
the more the number of domain transfer events that can share the additional cost,
resulting in a smaller DGS reconciliation cost overall.
More formally, the proof of Theorem 2.3.1 is based on the next claim.
Claim 2. There exists a YES answer to the independent set instance φ if and
only if there exists a YES answer to the D-ODGS instance λ with parameter
N = 5n + 4m + 4 − 4k.

2.3.1

Proof of Claim 2

Forward Direction: We first prove the forward direction of the claim, i.e., if
there exists a YES answer to the independent set instance φ then there exists
a YES answer to the D-ODGS instance λ with parameter N = 5n + 4m + 4 −
4k. Given an independent set V ′ of size at least k in G, we will show how to
construct a DGS reconciliation α with reconciliation cost at most 5n+4m+4−4k.
The reconciliation α is defined by the following domain-gene and gene-species
mappings.
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MD :




















pa(d′ij ) =




 gi′ , if vi ∈ V \V ′


g ′ , if vi ∈ V ′
j

pa(dij ) = rt(G0 )








rt(TEij ) = rt(G0 )








pa(rt(TEij )) = rt(G0 )





rt(G0 ) = rt(S)






G


M :
 rt(S), if vi ∈ V \V ′



rt(Gi ) =






rs , if vi ∈ V ′


Lemma 1. Reconciliation α is a valid DGS reconciliation.

Proof. It suffices to show that every internal node in D and G represents a valid
reconciliation event. Based on the gadget and the reconciliation α, there are five
types of internal nodes:
1. pa(d′ij ) ∈ Θ, for all TEij . Consider an internal node pa(d′ij ) ∈ TEij , its two
children d′ij and d′ji map to Gi and Gj , respectively. First, assume vi ∈ V \V ′
and MD (pa(d′ij )) = gi′ . Note that nodes gi′ and gj′ are from different gene
trees and map to the same species node rs . Let τ (pa(d′ij )) = gj′ . Since
pa(d′ij ) and gj′ map to the sam species node, and MD (d′ji ) ≤G τ (pa(d′ij )),
pa(d′ij ) is a valid domain transfer event. Now, assume that vi ∈ V ′ and
MD (pa(d′ij )) = gj′ . Since (i, j) is an edge in the graph, it immediately
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follows that j ∈ V \V ′ . The proof for this case is thus analogous to the proof
for the previous case.
2. pa(dij ) ∈ ΣD , for all TEij . This follows easily since MD (pa(dij )) =
lca(MD (dij ), MD (dji )), and MD (dij ) and MD (dji ) are incomparable.
3. rt(TEij ) ∈ Θ, for all TEij . There are two cases: MD (pa(d′ij )) = gi′ or
MD (pa(d′ij )) = gj′ . Suppose MD (pa(d′ij )) = gi′ . Then, observe that
MD (pa(d′ij )) and MD (pa(dij )) are in different gene trees, and we can assign τ (rt(TEij )) = rt(Gi ) so that MD (pa(d′ij )) ≤G τ (rt(TEij )). Now, since
MD (pa(d′ij )) = gi′ , we must have vi ∈ V \V ′ , which further implies that
MG (rt(Gi )) = rt(S). Thus, since rt(G0 ) and rt(Gi ) both map to the same
species node rt(S), rt(TEij ) must be a valid transfer event. The case when
MD (pa(d′ij )) = gj′ is analogous.
4. pa(rt(TEij )) ∈ ∆D , for all TEij . Observe that both children of pa(rt(TEij )),
for any TEij , map to rt(G0 ). Furthermore, the node pa(rt(TEij )) also maps
to rt(G0 ). Thus, by the definition of DGS reconciliation, pa(rt(TEij )) is a
valid domain duplication node.
5. rt(Gi ) ∈ ∆G , for all i ≥ 0. First, assume that i > 0. The two children of
rt(Gi ) both map to the same species node, rs , and rt(Gi ) itself maps to either
rt(S) or rs . In both these case, by the definition of DGS reconciliation, rt(Gi )
is a valid gene duplication node. Now, suppose i = 0. Then, the two children
of rt(G0 ) map to r1 and r2 , while rt(G0 ) itself maps to rt(S). Again, by the
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definition of DGS reconciliation, rt(Gi ) is a valid gene duplication node.
Thus, each internal node in D and G represents a valid reconciliation event.
Lemma 2. The reconciliation cost of reconciliation α is at most 5n + 4m − 4k + 4.
Proof. To calculate the reconciliation cost of α we will traverse through D and G,
adding up the total cost at each internal node. Since all events have been assigned
an identical cost of 1, it suffices to count only the total number of events. We
count the number of transfers, duplication, and losses separately, for each class of
domain and gene nodes as given in the proof of Lemma 14 above.
Consider any domain node x of the form pa(d′ij ). This node represents a
domain transfer event and, based on the mappings of x, τ (x), and of x’s two
children, does not create any domain loss events. Thus, this class of nodes invokes
a total of m domain transfer events.
Consider any domain node x of the form pa(dij ). This node represents a
domain co-divergence event and, based on the mappings of x and its two children,
does not create any domain loss events. Thus, this class of nodes invokes no
countable events.
Consider any domain node x of the form rt(TEij ). This node represents a
domain transfer event and, based on the mappings of x, τ (x), and of x’s two
children, leads to exact one domain loss event in either the gene tree Gi or Gj .
Thus, this class of nodes invokes a total of m domain transfer events and m domain
loss events.
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Consider any domain node x of the form pa(rt(TEij )). This node represents
a domain duplication event and, based on the mappings of x and its two children,
does not create any domain losses. Thus, this class of nodes invokes a total of
m − 1 domain duplication events.
Finally, consider any domain node x of the form rt(Gi ), for i ≥ 0. If i = 0,
then x is a gene duplication node and, based on the mappings of x and its two
children, invokes 4 gene losses on the species tree. If 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then x is a gene
duplication, but the number of gene losses depends on whether x maps to rs or
to rt(S). For the case when x maps to rs , there are no gene losses. For the case
when x maps to rt(S), there are 4 gene losses based on the mappings of x and its
two children. Now, since |V ′ | ≥ k, there can be at most n − k vertices in the set
V \V ′ . Thus, the total number of distinct x’s that map to rt(S) is no more than
n − k. This gives a total of n + 1 gene duplication events and at most 4(n − k)
gene loss events for the nodes in this class.
Counting events over all domain and gene nodes, we get 2m domain transfers, m − 1 domain duplications, m domain losses, n + 1 gene duplications, and
at most 4 + 4(n − k) gene losses. Thus, the total reconciliation cost is at most
5n + 4m − 4k + 4.
Lemmas 14 and 2 together establish the forward direction of our proof.
Backward Direction. We will now prove that if there is a YES answer to the
D-ODGS instance λ with parameter N = 5n + 4m + 4 − 4k then there is a YES
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answer to the independent set instance φ with parameter k.
Let α∗ denote the DGS reconciliation on instance λ with cost at most N =
5n + 4m + 4 − 4k. We will show how to construct an independent set V ′ of size
at least k, based on α∗ . Specifically, we add vertex vi to the set V \V ′ if and only
if there exists TEij or TEji in which (pa(d′ij ), d′ij ) ∈
/ Ξ.
We first state several simple but useful lemmas on the structure of any
optimal DGS reconciliation for instance λ of D-OGDS in our gadget.
Lemma 3. Consider any d ∈ I(D) and let d′ and d′′ denote its two children. If
MD (d′ ) ∈ Gi and MD (d′′ ) ∈ Gj , for i 6= j, then d ∈ Θ in any DGS reconciliation.
Furthermore, MD (d) ∈ Gi or MD (d) ∈ Gj .
Proof. Node d is clearly not in ΣD or ∆D due to constraints 6(a) and 6(b) in
Definition 1. Thus, d ∈ Θ. By constraint 4(b), MD (d) is either ancestral to
MD (d′ ) or to MD (d′′ ), and so MD (d) ∈ Gi or MD (d) ∈ Gj .
Lemma 4. Consider any d ∈ I(D) and let d′ and d′′ denote its two children. If
MD (d′ ) = MD (d′′ ), then d ∈ ∆D in any DGS reconciliation.
Proof. Node d is clearly not in ΣD or Θ due to constraints 6(a) and 6(c) in
Definition 1, so d ∈ ∆D .
Lemma 5. Consider any d ∈ I(D) and let d′ and d′′ denote its two children. If
MD (d′ ) ∈ Gi and MD (d′′ ) ∈ Gi , for some i, then MD (d) ∈ Gi in any valid DGS
reconciliation.
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Proof. Suppose MD (d) 6∈ Gi , then MD (d) is incomparable with lca(MD (d′ ),
MD (d′′ )), and thus d ∈
/ ΣD , d ∈
/ ∆D , and since MD (d) is ancestral to neither
MD (d′ ) nor MD (d′′ ), d ∈
/ Θ. This is a contradiction because ΣD , ∆D and Θ
partition I(D).
Lemma 6. Consider any node d of the form pa(d′ij ). Then, d ∈ Θ in any DGS
reconciliation.
Proof. The two children of d, i.e., d′ij and d′ji , are both leaf nodes and map to
different gene trees. Following Lemma 15, d must be in Θ in any DGS reconciliation.
Lemma 7. Consider any node d of the form rt(TEij ). Then, d ∈ Θ in any DGS
reconciliation.
Proof. The two children of d are pa(d′ij ) and pa(dij ). By Lemma 6, we know that
pa(d′ij ) must map to a node in either Gi or Gj , where i, j 6= 0. Moreover, since
both children of pa(dij ) map to nodes in G0 , the node pa(dij ) itself must also map
to a node in G0 . Lemma 15 therefore applies and implies that d ∈ Θ.
Lemma 8. For any edge Eij ∈ E, we must have MD (rt(TEij )) ∈ {rt(G0 ), rt(Gi ),
rt(Gj )} in any DGS reconciliation.
Proof. Since the subtree TEij only contains leaves that map to nodes from G0 , Gi or
Gj , the root of this subtree, rt(TEij ), can only map to a node from those three gene
trees. Observe that node pa(dij ) can only map to rt(G0 ), since if it maps to either
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g1 or g2 then pa(dij ) must be a transfer event invoking a domain transfer between
g1 and g2 , but g1 and g2 map to different species nodes. Thus, if rt(TEij ) maps to a
node in G0 , the mapping must be to rt(G0 ). Now suppose rt(TEij ) maps to a node
from either Gi or Gj . From Lemma 7 we know that rt(TEij ) ∈ Θ. Thus, if rt(TEij )
maps to a node of Gi or Gj , then τ (rt(TEij )) = rt(G0 ). Now, if rt(TEij ) maps to a
leaf node of Gi or Gj , then MG (MD (rt(TEij ))) = rs . By the species constraint on
transfer events, we must have MG (MD (rt(TEij ))) = MG (τ (rt(TEij ))). This means
that MG (τ (rt(TEij ))) = rs , which is a contradiction since τ (rt(TEij )) = rt(G0 ) and
rt(G0 ) can only map to nodes pa(r1 ) or rt(S) (i.e., nodes ancestral to r1 and r2 )
in the species tree. Thus, rt(TEij ) cannot map to a leaf node of Gi or Gj and the
lemma follows.
Lemma 9. We must have MG (rt(G0 )) = rt(S) in any DGS reconciliation.
Proof. Observe that the two children of rt(G0 ) map to nodes r1 and r2 in the
species tree. Thus, according to the DGS reconciliation model, rt(G0 )) has only
two possible mappings: Either MG (rt(G0 )) = pa(r1 ) or MG (rt(G0 )) = rt(S).
Suppose MG (rt(G0 )) = pa(r1 ). Let Eij ∈ E be any arbitrary edge. Observe that
node pa(dij ) can only map to rt(G0 ), since if it maps to either g1 or g2 then pa(dij )
must be a transfer event invoking a domain transfer between g1 and g2 , but g1
and g2 map to different species nodes. From Lemma 7 we know that rt(TEij ) ∈
Θ. From Lemma 8, we know that MD (rt(TEij )) ∈ {rt(G0 ), rt(Gi ), rt(Gj )}, and
we consider these three cases separately. Suppose MD (rt(TEij )) = rt(G0 ). In
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this case, we must have τ (rt(TEij )) ∈ V (Gi ) ∪ V (Gj ). By the species constraint
for domain transfers, we must also have MG (MD (rt(TEij ))) = MG (τ (rt(TEij ))).
Since MG (MD (rt(TEij ))) must be ancestral to the nodes r1 and r2 in the species
tree, and MG (τ (rt(TEij ))) must be ancestral to rs in the species tree, the only way
MG (MD (rt(TEij ))) = MG (τ (rt(TEij ))) is if MG (rt(G0 )) = rt(S). Now, suppose
MD (rt(TEij )) = rt(Gi ). In this case, we must have τ (rt(TEij )) = rt(G0 ). Since
MG (MD (rt(TEij ))) must be ancestral to the node rs in the species tree, and
MG (τ (rt(TEij ))) must be ancestral to nodes r1 and r2 in the species tree, the only
way MG (MD (rt(TEij ))) = MG (τ (rt(TEij ))) is if MG (τ (rt(TEij ))) = rt(S), i.e., if
MG (rt(G0 )) = rt(S). The case when MD (rt(TEij )) = rt(Gj ) is analogous, and
the lemma follows.
Lemma 10. For any edge Eij ∈ E, we must have pa(rt(TEij )) ∈
/ ΣD in any DGS
reconciliation.
Proof. Consider any pa(rt(TEij )). As shown in Lemma 8, MD (rt(TEij )) ∈ {rt(G0 ),
rt(Gi ), rt(Gj )}, i.e., rt(TEij ) only maps to the root node of a gene tree. Thus, if
pa(rt(TEij )) ∈ ΣD , then MD (pa(rt(TEij ))) must be ancestral to MD (rt(TEij )),
which is only possible if MD (pa(rt(TEij ))) = MD (rt(TEij )). However, this is a
contradiction since MD (pa(rt(TEij ))) = MD (rt(TEij )) implies that pa(rt(TEij )) ∈
{∆D , Θ}. The lemma follows.
Lemma 11. We must have rt(Gi ) ∈ ∆G , for 0 ≤ i ≤ n, in any DGS reconciliation.
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Proof. Consider the case when i 6= 0. In this case, the two children of rt(Gi ) map
to the same species node rs . Thus, rt(Gi ) ∈ ∆G by Lemma 4. Now, consider
the case when i = 0. In this case, we know that the two children of rt(G0 )
map to leaves r1 and r2 of the species tree, and we know from Lemma 9 that
MG (rt(G0 )) = rt(S). Since rt(S) is ancestral to both r1 and r2 , but rt(S) 6=
lca(r1 , r2 ), by Definition 1, rt(G0 ) 6 inΣG . Consequently, rt(G0 ) ∈ ∆G and the
lemma follows.
Recall that we construct the independent set V ′ by adding vertex vi to the
set V \V ′ if and only if there either exists a TEij or a TEji in which (pa(d′ij ), d′ij ) ∈
/ Ξ.
The vertices not added to V \V ′ are included in V ′ .
Lemma 12. We must have |V ′ | ≥ k.
Proof. We will compute a lower bound on the reconciliation cost by summing up
the evolutionary events implied by Lemmas 6 through 11. From Lemma 10, we
have either a domain duplication or transfer event on each pa(rt(TEij )), giving a
total of m − 1 events. From Lemmas 6 and 7, we have a total of 2m transfer
events on nodes of the form rt(TEij ) and pa(d′ij ). From Lemma 11 we have a total
of n + 1 gene duplications for nodes of the form rt(Gi ), and 4 gene losses under
the gene duplication event at rt(G0 ). Now, consider nodes of the form pa(d′ij ) in
the domain tree. From Lemma 9 we know that each such node is a transfer event.
If pa(d′ij ) maps to a leaf node then there will be no losses associated with that
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transfer event but, by Lemma 8, it will create one domain loss under the transfer
event on rt(TEij ). Similarly, if pa(d′ij ) maps to rt(Gi ) or rt(Gj ), then there are
two domain losses associated with that transfer event. Thus, irrespective of the
mapping of pa(d′ij ), there is at least one domain loss for each node of that form.
This gives a lower bound of m domain losses overall for those nodes. Summing
up the total number of events counted so far we get a lower bound of 4m + n + 4.
Note that this count does not account for any gene losses on Gi , for any i > 0.
However, since α is a reconciliation whose cost is at most 5n + 4m + 4 − 4k, the
total number of evolutionary events not counted in the sum above can be at most
4(n − k). Thus, it now suffices to prove that every distinct vertex in V \V ′ adds
to the uncounted event count by 4.
Let vi be an arbitrary vertex from V \V ′ . Then, by our construction of the
set V \V ′ , there exists either TEij or TEji in which (pa(d′ij ), d′ij ) ∈
/ Ξ. Let us assume
that there exists TEij in which (pa(d′ij ), d′ij ) ∈
/ Ξ. Thus, MD (pa(d′ij )) ∈ Gi . Then,
consider the transfer event at node rt(TEij ). Based on Lemma 8, we know that that
MD (rt(TEij )) must be either rt G0 or rt Gi . Observe that if MD (rt(TEij )) = rt G0 ,
then τ (rt(TEij )) = rt Gi . Likewise, if MD (rt(TEij )) = rt Gi , then τ (rt(TEij )) =
rt G0 . For either of these two possibilities, by the species constraint on transfer
events, we must have MG (rt(Gi )) = MG (rt(G0 )). Furthermore, by Lemma 9, we
have MG (rt(G0 )) = rt(S), and consequently MG (rt(Gi )) = rt(S). The mapping
of rt(Gi ) into the species tree therefore creates 4 losses (not counted before). The
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case when there exists TEji instead is analogous. This proves the Lemma.
Lemma 13. V ′ is an independent set.
Proof. Suppose there is an edge Eij where vi , vj ∈ V . Consider the node pa(d′ij ) ∈
TEij . According to the constraint on transfer events, (pa(d′ij ), d′ij ) and (pa(d′ij ), d′ji )
cannot both be transfer edges. Thus either vertex vi or vertex vj will be selected
into V \V ′ , which is a contradiction to vi , vj ∈ V .
Lemmas 12 and 13 together prove the backward direction of our proof.

2.4

Solving the ODGS Problem

A possible heuristic for the ODGS problem is to simply compute an optimal DTL
reconciliation between D and G, and an optimal reconciliation from G to S, separately. However, such reconciliations are seldom valid DGS reconciliations since
the constraint that donor and recipient genes of any domain transfer event must
be from the same species is frequently violated. Another possibility is to first compute an optimal reconciliation between G and S, and then find a reconciliation
between D and G that satisfies the species constraints imposed by the reconciliation between G and S. (This is similar to the problem formulation used in [54],
restricted to a single gene tree.) However, we observed that this approach does
not yield a valid DGS reconciliations for a large fraction of the domain trees in our
dataset (detailed experimental results appear in the next section). This is because
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an optimal duplication-loss reconciliation between G and S can make it impossible to compute a valid DGS reconciliation by preventing crucial domain transfer
events from occurring. This is illustrated in Figure 2.3. Furthermore, even if a
valid DGS reconciliation can be computed using this approach, this DGS reconciliation need not be optimal due to the constraints on domain transfer events
imposed by an optimal (or any fixed) reconciliation of G and S, possibly leading
to a highly suboptimal reconciliation between D and G. This is illustrated in
Figure 2.3(b). To overcome these difficulties, we designed a heuristic that simultaneously optimizes the domain-gene and gene-species mappings. The heuristic
uses dynamic programming and is based on the idea that domain transfer events
are relatively rare and unlikely to affect the same gene node more than once. The
heuristic makes use of an extended version of the traditional DTL reconciliation
algorithm [4] to solve an extended-DTL reconciliation problem. The extended version of this algorithm, which we will call the extended-DTL algorithm, is used to
reconcile D with G, given a fixed mapping from G to S. The extension is required
to simultaneously handle multiple gene trees and to only allow reconciliations that
respect the species constraint on domain transfer events. Given any d ∈ I(D),
g ∈ V (G), and mapping MG between the gene trees and species tree, we define
c(d, g, MG ) to be the cost of an optimal reconciliation of D(d) with G such that d
maps to g and any invoked domain transfer events respect the species constraints
imposed by MG .
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Fig. 2.3: Part (a) shows a simple example where imposing an optimal reconciliation between G and S precludes the possibility of computing a DGS
reconciliation. The three trees on the left are the domain tree and
the two gene trees in which this domain family is found. The solid
gray tree on the right is a species tree with six leaf nodes, and the
shaded parts inside depict the embeddings of the two gene trees under
an optimal (LCA) reconciliation of the gene trees and species tree. The
solid lines inside the gene tree embeddings represent the domain tree.
The required domain transfer event from one gene tree to the other is
not possible because the gene trees have no overlapping species nodes.
Part (b) shows an example where imposing an optimal reconciliation
between G and S still allows for a DGS reconciliation to be computed
but where the resulting DGS reconciliation is highly suboptimal. If we
fix an optimal (LCA) mapping for both gene trees, there must be x
domain losses on G2 . On the other hand if we map gef to the root of
the species tree, then these x domain losses can be avoided.
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2.4.1

Solving the extended-DTL problem.

The extended-DTL algorithm computes the values c(d, g, MG ) using a dynamic
programming framework that uses a nested post-order traversal of D and the gene
trees in G. The extended-DTL algorithm is built upon the DTL reconciliation
algorithm described in [4] (which computes optimal DTL reconciliations between
gene trees and species trees), and requires only a few changes. The algorithm for
solving the extended-DTL problem is based on the classical dynamic programming
algorithm for computing an optimal DTL reconciliation between a gene tree and
species tree [4]. In the current setting, we are interested in computing an extendedDTL reconciliation between a domain tree D and one or more gene trees, G, given
a fixed mapping MG between G and the species tree S. Following [4], we first
introduce some basic notations and definitions.
Given any d ∈ I(D) and g ∈ V (G), let cΣ (d, g, MG ) denote the cost of an optimal extended-DTL reconciliation of D(d) with G such that d maps to g, d ∈ ΣD
and all invoked domain-transfer events respect the species constraint on domain
transfers imposed the mapping MG . The terms c∆ (d, g, MG ), cΘ1 (d, g, MG ) and
cΘ2 (d, g, MG ) are defined similarly for d ∈ ∆D , and d ∈ Θ1D , and d ∈ Θ2D ,
respectively. Recall that, Θ1D and Θ2D represent domain-transfer events that
remain within the same gene family and those that cross gene family boundaries, respectively. Given any d ∈ V (D) and g ∈ V (G), define c(d, g, MG ) to
be the cost of an optimal reconciliation of D(d) with G such that d maps to g
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and all invoked domain-transfer events respect the species constraint on domain
transfers imposed by the mapping MG . Note that, for d ∈ I(D), c(d, g, MG ) =
min{cΣ (d, g, MG ), c∆ (d, g, MG ), cΘ1 (d, g, MG ), cΘ2 (d, g, MG )}. The extended-DTL
algorithm performs a nested post-order traversal of the domain tree and the gene
trees, computing the value c(d, g, MG ) for each d ∈ I(D) and g ∈ V (G) based
on previously computed values of c(d′ , ·, MG ) and c(d′′ , ·, MG ), where d′ and d′′
denote the two children of d. The dynamic programming table is initialized based
on the given leaf mappings from D to G. Once all the c(·, ·, MG ) values are computed, the minimum extended-DTL reconciliation cost of D and G, given MG , is
simply ming∈V (G) c(rt(D), g, MG ).
To help compute cΣ (d, g, MG ), c∆ (d, g, MG ), cΘ1 (d, g, MG ) and cΘ2 (d, g, MG ),
we also define, for each d ∈ V (D) and g ∈ V (G),

in(d, g, MG ) =
out-1(d, g, MG ) =
out-2(d, g, MG ) =

D
min {Ploss
· distG (g, x) + c(d, x, MG )},

x∈V (G(g))

min

x∈V (G) where x is incomparable to g and MG (g)=MG (x)

min

x∈V (G)\V (G) where MG (g)=MG (x)

c(d, x, MG ), and

c(d, x, MG ),

where G represents the specific gene tree in which node g appears, i.e.,
g ∈ V (G).
The complete algorithm for solving the extended-DTL problem can now be
formally described as follows:
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Input: extended-DTL(D, G, S, LD , MG )
1: for each d ∈ V (D) and g ∈ V (G) do
2:

Initialize c(d, g, MG ), cΣ (d, g, MG ), c∆ (d, g, MG ), cΘ1 (d, g, MG ) and
cΘ2 (d, g, MG ) to ∞.

3: for each d ∈ Le(D) do
4:

Initialize c(d, LD (d), MG ) to 0.

5: for each d ∈ I(D) in post-order do
6:
7:

for each G ∈ G do
for each g ∈ V (G) in post-order do

8:

Let {d′ , d′′ } = ChD (d).

9:

if g ∈ Le(G) then

10:

cΣ (d, g, MG ) = ∞.

11:

c∆ (d, g, MG ) = P∆D + c(d′ , g, MG ) + c(d′′ , g, MG ).

12:

D
+ min{in(d′ , g, MG ) +
If g 6= rt(G), then cΘ1 (d, g, MG ) = PΘ1

out-1(d′′ , g, MG ), in(d′′ , g, MG ) + out-1(d′ , g, MG )}.
13:

D
If |G| > 1, then cΘ2 (d, g, MG ) = PΘ2
+ min{in(d′ , g, MG ) +

out-2(d′′ , g, MG ), in(d′′ , g, MG ) + out-2(d′ , g, MG )}.
14:

c(d, g, MG ) = min{cΣ (d, g, MG ), c∆ (d, g, MG ), cΘ1 (d, g, MG ),
cΘ2 (d, g, MG )}.

15:
16:

else
Let {g ′ , g ′′ } = ChG (g).
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17:

cΣ (d, g, MG ) = min{in(d′ , g ′ , MG ) + in(d′′ , g ′′ , MG ), in(d′′ , g ′ , MG ) +
in(d′ , g ′′ , MG )}.

18:

c∆ (g, s) = P∆D + min{in(d′ , g, MG ) + in(d′′ , g, MG )}.

19:

D
If s 6= rt(S), then cΘ1 (d, g, MG ) = PΘ1
+ min{in(d′ , g, MG ) +

out-1(d′′ , g, MG ), in(d′′ , g, MG ) + out-1(d′ , g, MG )}.
20:

D
If |G| > 1, then cΘ2 (d, g, MG ) = PΘ2
+ min{in(d′ , g, MG ) +

out-2(d′′ , g, MG ), in(d′′ , g, MG ) + out-2(d′ , g, MG )}.
21:

c(d, g, MG ) = min{cΣ (d, g, MG ), c∆ (d, g, MG ), cΘ1 (d, g, MG ),
cΘ2 (d, g, MG )}.

22: Return ming∈V (G) c(rt(D), g, MG ).

Note that the values in(d, g, MG ), out-1(d, g, MG ) and out-2(d, g, MG ), for
each d ∈ D and g ∈ V (G), can be easily computed as needed in the above
algorithm. The correctness of Algorithm extended-DTL follows easily from the
correctness of the algorithm for computing optimal DTL reconciliations [4]. A
formal proof of correctness is therefore excluded and we refer the reader to [4].

2.4.2

Dynamic programming heuristic for DGS reconciliation.

Our heuristic uses a modified version of the dynamic programming algorithm used
to solve the extended-DTL reconciliation problem. Specifically, in the extendedDTL algorithm, while computing any c(d, g, MG ) value, domain transfer events
are only considered when the receiver and donor map to the same species node
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according to the mapping MG . In the heuristic, this algorithm is modified to
allow any transfer event, but with an extra cost penalty equal to the minimum
cost of modifying the mapping MG to enable that particular transfer event. Thus,
the computed c(d, g, MG ) values consider all possible domain transfer events and
also include the cost of modifying the LCA mapping to enable the considered
domain transfers. Note that this heuristic computes an upper bound on the
actual DGS reconciliation cost, i.e., it need not always compute optimal DGSreconciliations. This is because the heuristic adds the extra gene trees to species
tree reconciliation cost individually for each domain transfer event, when in an
optimal DGS reconciliation multiple domain transfer events may benefit from the
same change in the gene trees to species tree mapping. After all the modified
c(d, g, MG ) values have been computed, it may be necessary to fix any conflicting
assignments for gene node mappings. Thus, the heuristic also has a second stage
in which it traverses the nodes of G and fixes any conflicting assignments while
minimizing the reconciliation cost between G and S. Observe that this dynamic
programming heuristic is always guaranteed to find a DGS reconciliation (if one
exists). Here we provide the detailed description of the algorithm:
The initial gene-species mapping MG is defined to be the LCA mapping
(which is the unique mapping that minimizes the duplication-loss reconciliation
cost between G and S). Specifically, for any G ∈ G and g ∈ I(G), we define
MG (g) = lcaS (LG (Le(G(g)))). Let γ denote the reconciliation cost of G and S
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given by this mapping. Consider a domain-transfer event whose donor and recipient are nodes g1 and g2 from V (G) (such that g1 and g2 do not have an ancestordescendant relationship, as required for domain-transfer events). To enable this
domain-transfer event, the mapping MG may need to be modified so that g1 and
g2 both map to the same species node on the species tree. Let MGg1 ,g2 ) denote this
modified mapping, such that MGg1 ,g2 ) has the least reconciliation cost for G and
S among all such mappings. Let γg1 ,g2 denote the reconciliation cost of G and S
under the modified mapping MGg1 ,g2 ). The additional gene-species cost incurred
in allowing the domain-transfer event between g1 and g2 is defined to be
Add(g1 , g2 ) = γg1 ,g2 − γ.
Based on the given set of gene trees G and species tree S, the value of
Add(g1 , g2 ) can be easily precomputed for each g1 , g2 ∈ V (G) in accordance with
the standard gene duplication/loss reconciliation model. Our description of the
heuristic algorithm below assumes that all Add(·, ·) values have been precomputed.
Note that, for some choices of g1 and g2 , the mapping MGg1 ,g2 ) may not exist (e.g.,
when g1 and g2 are leaf nodes mapping to different species). In such cases, the
value Add(g1 , g2 ) is ∞.
Observe that the heuristic algorithm does not compute the values c(d, g, MG ),
cΣ (d, g, MG ), c∆ (d, g, MG ), cΘ1 (d, g, MG ), and cΘ2 (d, g, MG ), as defined in the
previous section. Rather, the heuristic computes upper-bounds for these values,
and we denote these upper bounds by c′ (d, g, MG ), c′Σ (d, g, MG ), c′∆ (d, g, MG ),
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c′Θ1 (d, g, MG ), and c′Θ2 (d, g, MG ).
For the heuristic, we modify the definitions of out − 1 and out − 2 to account
for the additional costs of modifying MG to enable the considered transfer events.
The new definitions for out − 1 and out − 2 are as follows:

out-1(d, g, MG ) =
out-2(d, g, MG ) =

min

x∈V (G) where x is incomparable to g

min

x∈V (G)\V (G)


c(d, x, MG ) + Add(g, x) , and

c(d, x, MG ) + Add(g, x)



where G represents the specific gene tree in which node g appears, i.e.,
g ∈ V (G). The definition of in(d, g, MG ) remains unchanged.
The heuristic algorithm can now be written as follows:
Input: Dynamic-Programming-Heuristic(D, G, S, LD , LG )
Initialize MG to be the LCA mapping from G to S.
for each d ∈ V (D) and g ∈ V (G) do
Initialize c′ (d, g, MG ), c′Σ (d, g, MG ), c′∆ (d, g, MG ), c′Θ1 (d, g, MG ) and
c′Θ2 (d, g, MG ) to ∞.
for each d ∈ Le(D) do
Initialize c′ (d, LD (d), MG ) to 0.
for each d ∈ I(D) in post-order do
for each G ∈ G do
for each g ∈ V (G) in post-order do
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Let {d′ , d′′ } = ChD (d).
if g ∈ Le(G) then
c′Σ (d, g, MG ) = ∞.
c′∆ (d, g, MG ) = P∆D + c′ (d′ , g, MG ) + c′ (d′′ , g, MG ).
D
If g 6= rt(G), then c′Θ1 (d, g, MG ) = PΘ1
+ min{in(d′ , g, MG ) +

out-1(d′′ , g, MG ), in(d′′ , g, MG ) + out-1(d′ , g, MG )}.
D
If |G| > 1, then c′Θ2 (d, g, MG ) = PΘ2
+ min{in(d′ , g, MG ) +

out-2(d′′ , g, MG ), in(d′′ , g, MG ) + out-2(d′ , g, MG )}.
c′ (d, g, MG ) = min{c′Σ (d, g, MG ), c′∆ (d, g, MG ), c′Θ1 (d, g, MG ),
c′Θ2 (d, g, MG )}.
else
Let {g ′ , g ′′ } = ChG (g).
c′Σ (d, g, MG ) = min{in(d′ , g ′ , MG ) + in(d′′ , g ′′ , MG ), in(d′′ , g ′ , MG ) +
in(d′ , g ′′ , MG )}.
c′∆ (g, s) = P∆D + min{in(d′ , g, MG ) + in(d′′ , g, MG )}.
D
If s 6= rt(S), then c′Θ1 (d, g, MG ) = PΘ1
+ min{in(d′ , g, MG ) +

out-1(d′′ , g, MG ), in(d′′ , g, MG ) + out-1(d′ , g, MG )}.
D
If |G| > 1, then c′Θ2 (d, g, MG ) = PΘ2
+ min{in(d′ , g, MG ) +

out-2(d′′ , g, MG ), in(d′′ , g, MG ) + out-2(d′ , g, MG )}.
c′ (d, g, MG ) = min{c′Σ (d, g, MG ), c′∆ (d, g, MG ), c′Θ1 (d, g, MG ),
c′Θ2 (d, g, MG )}.
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Return ming∈V (G) c′ (rt(D), g, MG ).
Post-processing. The pseudocode above shows how to compute the final DGSreconciliation cost. An actual DGS reconciliation can easily be computed by
back-tracking through the dynamic programming table, as in any dynamic programming algorithm. For our algorithm, backtracking gives a final domain-gene
mapping MD , along with the partition of I(D) into ΣD , ∆D , and Θ, but it
does not directly give the final (modified) gene-species mapping MG . The final
gene-species mapping can be efficiently computed by considering the donors and
recipients for each domain-transfer event in Θ, and modifying the initial LCA
mapping between G and S to satisfy all the species mapping constraints required
for all donor-receiver pairs for the domain-transfers in Θ. Specifically, consider
any node g ∈ V (G) that appears as donor or recipient for at least one of the
domain-transfers. Let {g1 , g2 , . . . , gz } be the set of nodes from V (G) that are
paired as a donor or receiver with g. Then, the final mapping for g is assigned to
be lcaS (LG (Le(G(g))) ∪ LG (Le(G(g1 ))) ∪ . . . ∪ LG (Le(G(gz )))).

2.4.3

Running time and time complexity.

For any fixed g1 , g2 ∈ V (G), the value of Add(g1 , g2 ) can be computed in O(| Le(G)|+
| Le(S)|) time (using linear-time LCA-mapping computation [10] and a constant
number of traversals of G and S. Thus, all Add(g1 , g2 ) values can be precomputed
in O(| Le(G)|3 +| Le(S)|·| Le(G)|2 ) time. Inside Algorithm Dynamic-Programming-
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Heuristic, the initial mapping MG can be computed in O(| Le(G)| + | Le(S)|)
time [10]. Computation of each in(·, ·, ·), out-1(·, ·, ·) or out-2(·, ·, ·) value requires
O(| Le(G)|) time by brute force. Steps 9 through 22 therefore require O(| Le(G)|)
time overall. Steps 9 through 22 are executed a total of O(| Le(D)| · | Le(G)|) times
through the “for” loops in Steps 6, 7 and 8. Thus, the total time spent in the “for”
loop of Step 6 is O(| Le(D)| · | Le(G)|2 ). Step 23 requires only O(| Le(G)|) time.
The post-processing step to finalize the gene-species mapping requires an additional O(| Le(G)|2 ) time. The total time complexity of the dynamic programming
heuristic is thus O(| Le(G)|2 · (| Le(G)| + | Le(S)| + | Le(D)|)).
Figure 3.5 shows the running time of our implementation of this heuristic in
practice on the trees in our dataset. This time complexity is efficient enough to be
applied to even very large trees. For instance, on our data set of 3761 domain trees
and 7165 gene trees from 12 fly species (described in the next section), our heuristic
runs within a few seconds on almost all trees in the dataset. Even on a very large
input instance with a domain tree containing 350 leaves and associated gene trees
containing a total of over 1000 leaves, the heuristic took only 64 seconds. This
running time analysis was performed using a single core on a commodity desktop
computer with a 3.40 GHz Quad-Core processor and 8 GB of RAM.
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Fig. 2.4: This figure shows the running time (in seconds) of our heuristic algorithm on our data set of 3761 domain trees and associated gene families
from 12 fly species, plotted against the number of nodes (leaves plus
internal nodes) in each domain tree and its associated gene trees.
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2.4.4

Evaluation of the heuristic.

A potential downside of our dynamic programming heuristic is that it may “overcorrect” (i.e., over-modify) the gene-species mapping in favor of the domain-gene
mapping. Since the ODGS problem is NP-hard, it is not feasible to compute
optimal solutions for most domain trees in our dataset. Thus, to evaluate the performance of the dynamic programming heuristic, we designed a second heuristic
based on local search and compared its performance (in terms of DGS reconciliation cost) to that of our heuristic. The local search heuristic works as follows:
The local search starts with an optimal duplication-loss mapping (also known as
a Lowest Common Ancestor (LCA) mapping or Most Recent Common Ancestor
(MRCA) mapping), MG , from G to S, and iteratively improves this mapping until
no better solution can be found. It first computes an optimal extended-DTL reconciliation between D and G, given the LCA mapping MG , if such a reconciliation
exists. It then defines a local search neighborhood around the current mapping
MG by considering all mappings that can be obtained by moving the mappings
of up to two gene nodes upwards towards the species tree root by 1, 2, or 3 edges.
This creates a local search neighborhood, denoted N (MG ), of Θ(| Le(G)|2 ) alternative mappings around the current gene-species mapping. The heuristic then
computes an extended-DTL reconciliation for each mapping in the set N (MG ),
and updates MG to be that mapping from N (MG ) that gives lowest total DGS
reconciliation cost. The local search stops when a lower cost DGS reconciliation
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cannot be found in the current local search neighborhood, and the best solution
found so far is returned. Thus, this local search heuristic can be expected to
perform very well whenever an optimal DGS reconciliation is obtained through a
near-optimal mapping between G and S. By comparing the relative performance
of our dynamic programming heuristic with that of the local search method, it is
possible to assess if the dynamic programming heuristic is prone to over-correction
of the gene-species mapping in favor of the domain-gene mapping.
We found that the dynamic programming heuristic easily outperformed
the local search heuristic. Specifically, we found that both heuristics performed
equally well on 78.3% of the domain trees in our dataset (described in the next section) and that the dynamic programming heuristic outperformed the local search
heuristic on 98% of the remaining domain trees. These results demonstrate that
our heuristic is not prone to over-correction of the gene-species mapping in favor
of the domain-gene mapping, which suggests that the heuristic should be able to
find optimal or near-optimal DGS reconciliations in most cases.

2.5

Experimental Evaluation

To evaluate the impact of our new model, we constructed a genome-scale dataset
of gene families and domain families from 12 fly species [62]. We selected all 7165
gene trees which contained at least one fly gene with at least one Pfam A domain
(see below) from the set of gene trees constructed in [62], and deleted all non-fly
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genes from these gene trees. We mapped the Flybase gene IDs used in these gene
trees to UniProt gene IDs; overall, 164500 of the 165101 fly genes in the gene trees
could be assigned a UniProt ID. We used these UniProt gene IDs to search the
Pfam A database [19] for domain sequences within each gene, resulting in a total
of 4114 domain families. The resulting domain families contained 55.7 domain
sequences on average. Of the 165101 genes with a UniProt ID, 111664 contained
at least one domain from the Pfam A database. On average, each gene contained
1.4 domains. Each gene family contained an average of 1.68 domain families, and
each domain family is associated with 2.93 gene families on average.

2.5.1

Domain trees, gene trees, and minimizing domain tree error.

Errors in domain trees and gene trees directly impact the accuracy of any reconciliation method, so we used state-of-the-art methods to compute these trees
as accurately as possible. The gene trees in our dataset were computed using
maximum-likelihood phylogeny reconstruction software RAxML [51], applied to
amino acid sequences using the JTT substitution model (with gamma distributed
rates) and thorough search settings with multiple replicate searches, and errorcorrected using the state-of-the-art error-correction technique TreeFix [63]. A
detailed description of the construction, error-correction, and rooting of these
gene trees appears in [62]. These gene trees can be assumed to be fairly accurate
overall. The domain trees were constructed using the same approach as with the
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gene trees. Specifically, we used used RAxML [51], applied again to amino acid
sequences using the JTT substitution model (with gamma distributed rates) and
thorough search settings with multiple replicate searches, to compute the maximum likelihood estimates of the domain trees, and then error-corrected them using
TreeFix [63]. TreeFix uses the species tree to error-correct a given maximum likelihood gene or domain tree topology by maximizing its “fit” with the species tree
in terms of the duplication-loss reconciliation cost, while ensuring that the errorcorrected tree is equally well-supported by the sequence data, and is known to be
among the most effective methods for error-correction [63]. Observe that, with
respect to the species tree, domain trees only evolve through domain duplication
and domain loss (no domain transfer due to the species constraint on domain
transfer events), and TreeFix has been shown to greatly reduce the error-rate in
such cases [63]. Given that domain trees are harder to reconstruct accurately
than gene trees, the use of an error-correction technique like TreeFix becomes all
the more important for domain trees. Thus, we used the set of TreeFix-corrected
domain trees as our primary set of domain trees in all our experiments. However,
to assess the impact of domain tree error on DGS reconciliation we also used the
(uncorrected) maximum likelihood domain trees obtained from RAxML.
After discarding domain families that were either too small (containing less
than 3 sequences) or too large to analyze efficiently with RAxML and TreeFix
(containing more than 500 domain sequences), and also removing those domain
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trees that did not admit a valid DGS reconciliation due to the issue of single-leaf
gene trees previously discussed in Section 4.2 (which constituted less than 2%
of the domain trees in the dataset), we obtained a set of 3761 domain families
for which both RAxML and TreeFix trees were available. Each domain tree (in
both the TreeFix and RAxML sets) was rooted by solving the DGS-reconciliation
problem for all possible rootings of that domain tree, and identifying the rooting
that gave the least DGS-reconciliation cost. Somewhat surprisingly, we found that
each of the TreeFix and RAxML domain trees had a unique optimal rooting. We
point out that this is among the largest datasets ever analyzed using a phylogenetic
approach for understanding domain evolution. For our analysis we used event cost
G
D
D
D
1 for Ploss
and Ploss
, 2 for P∆G and P∆D , 4 for PΘ1
, and 6 for PΘ2
. This choice of event

costs is inspired by the use of similar cost assignments in the DTL reconciliation
model.
Unsurprisingly, we observed a large difference in DGS reconciliation costs
when using the RAxML domain trees and TreeFix domain trees. Specifically,
there was a dramatic 62.2% reduction in DGS reconciliation cost on average when
TreeFix domain trees were used instead of RAxML domain trees. Figure 2.5 plots
the DGS reconciliation costs for a subset of the dataset using the RAxML, TreeFix,
and randomized domain trees. Throughout the remainder of this section we use
the TreeFix domain trees as our primary set of domain trees for all experimental
analyses, but, for completeness, also provide corresponding results for the RAxML
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trees in parentheses.

Fig. 2.5: Comparison of DGS reconciliation costs: This plot shows the distribution of DGS reconciliation costs obtained by our heuristic on the
RAxML domain trees, TreeFix domain trees, and randomized domain
trees for 650 randomly chosen domain families. The randomized domain trees were generated using the corresponding RAxML domain
tree topologies and randomly shuffling their leaf labels. The reconciliation costs for the randomized domain trees are much higher (1.92 times
higher on average) than for the RAxML trees, showing that even the
RAxML domain trees are at least moderately accurate.

2.5.2

Results

Impact on inference of domain evolution. We first assessed the impact
of our model on understanding domain family evolution. Specifically, we used
our heuristic to compute a DGS reconciliation for each domain family with its
associated gene trees and the species tree, and compared the inferred domain-
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gene reconciliation with the domain-gene reconciliation inferred using the standard
DTL reconciliation model which does not model the interdependence of domain, gene-, and species-level evolution (e.g., [52]). We observed that 34.1% of the
TreeFix domain trees (72.8% for RAxML domain trees) had different domain-gene
reconciliation costs (and hence different reconciliations) under these two models.
On average, there was a 5.8% difference in reconciliation costs over the entire
TreeFix dataset (30.5% for the RAxML domain trees), and a 19.6% (38.1% for
RAxML domain trees) difference when considering only the domain trees with
different reconciliation costs. Further details appear in Figure 2.6(a).
We also measured the impact of DGS reconciliation on the domain-gene
mapping. Averaging across all domain trees, we observed that 11.2% of the internal nodes in the TreeFix domain trees (25.4% for RAxML domain trees) were
assigned differently under two models. This had a large impact on the inference
of domain transfer events, with an average of 66.7% (76.3% for RAxML domain
trees) reduction in the number of domain transfer events. In absolute terms,
summed over the entire data set, the 20,916 domain transfer events inferred by
the DTL reconciliation model on the TreeFix domain trees (58,761 for RAxML
domain trees) decreased to just 5,308 domain transfer events (8,641 for RAxML
domain trees) under the DGS reconciliation model, which is reduction of 74.6%
(85.6%). This dramatic decrease in the number of inferred domain transfer events
illustrates the large impact DGS reconciliation can have in practice.
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2.5.3

Impact on inference of gene evolution.

Next we assessed the impact of DGS reconciliation on understanding gene family
evolution. Specifically, we checked how often an optimal DGS reconciliation did
not follow the optimal Duplication-Loss mapping, or LCA mapping, from the
gene trees to the species tree. We observed that DGS reconciliations for 24.6%
of the TreeFix domain trees (22.8% for RAxML domain trees) deviated from
the LCA gene-species mapping. In these cases, imposing an LCA gene-species
mapping either makes it impossible to compute a DGS reconciliation or leads to
a suboptimal DGS reconciliation. Averaging across all domain trees, there was a
5.4% increase in the reconciliation cost between the gene trees and species tree
when using the TreeFix domain trees (6.2% for RAxML domain trees), and a 22%
(28.2% for RAxML domain trees) increase when averaging only across the domain
trees for which the LCA gene-species mapping was suboptimal. Further details
appear in figure 2.6(c). For the gene trees that do not follow the LCA mapping,
there were an average of 1.8 (1.9 for RAxML domain trees) gene nodes that moved,
on average, 3.6 (also 3.6 for RAxML domain trees) nodes higher than their LCA
mappings on the species tree. This shows that DGS reconciliation can significantly
impact the reconciliation between gene trees and species trees, directly affecting
the inference of gene family evolution.
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Fig. 2.6: (a) Distribution of the difference in reconciliation costs for domaingene reconciliations computed using the conventional DTL reconciliation model and the DGS reconciliation model for all TreeFix domain
trees in our dataset. (b) Distribution of the difference in reconciliation costs for domain-gene reconciliations computed using the model
of Stolzer et al. (using the extended-DTL reconciliation model with a
fixed LCA mapping from the gene trees to the species tree) and the DGS
reconciliation model for the 14.6% of TreeFix domain trees for which
enforcing the LCA gene-species mapping yields a suboptimal DGS reconciliation. (c) Distribution of the difference in reconciliation costs for
gene-species reconciliations computed using the conventional DL reconciliation model and the DGS reconciliation model for all TreeFix
domain trees in our dataset.
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2.5.4

Comparison to Existing Methods.

The three methods most comparable to this work are STAR-MP [64], the plexus
model [61], and the phylogenetic reconciliation based approach of Stolzer et al. [52,
54]. Since these methods all focus on reconstructing different aspects of domain
evolution, we focus our attention on comparing those aspects of the methods
that can be directly compared against the DGS reconciliation model. All comparisons are based on applying the different methods to the same 3761 TreeFix
(and RAxML) domain trees. Among the three methods, we were unable to compare against the plexus model since an implementation is not available (personal
communication with authors).
Comparison to the approach of Stolzer et al. The approach of Stolzer et al. uses
the DTL reconciliation model to reconcile a domain tree with a gene tree, given
a fixed reconciliation between the gene tree and species tree. In our comparison
against this method, we focus on the impact of using this fixed gene-to-species
mapping on the computed domain-gene and gene-species reconciliations, as opposed to computing a joint reconciliation of the domain, gene, and species trees
as in DGS reconciliation. Since the method of Stolzer et al. implements the
traditional DTL reconciliation model which can only consider a singe gene tree
at a time, we reimplemented their approach using the extended-DTL algorithm.
Our reimplementation uses the same approach as Stolzer et al., just appropriately
extended to enable it to handle domain trees evolving in multiple gene trees. To
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enable a direct comparison between the two approaches, we fixed the gene-species
reconciliation to be the optimal Duplication-Loss mapping, also called the LCA
mapping, as appropriate for our eukaryotic gene families.
We first checked how often imposing the optimal reconciliation (LCA mapping) between the gene trees and species tree in the approach of Stolzer et al. [54],
makes it impossible to compute a DGS reconciliation. We found that in 9.8% of
the TreeFix domain trees (11.2% RAxML domain trees), it is not possible to reconcile the domain tree with the gene trees (under the species constraint on domain
transfer events) because the imposed LCA mapping on gene trees makes it impossible to invoke necessary domain-transfer events. Additionally, in 14.6% of the
TreeFix domain trees (11.6% for RAxML domain trees) use of the LCA mapping
led to suboptimal DGS reconciliations. On these 14.6% (11.6%) domain trees, we
observed a 15.1% (8.8%) decrease in the DGS reconciliation cost when the gene
to species mapping is allowed to deviate from the LCA mapping. Further details
appear in figure 2.6(b). Overall, this analysis shows that while the LCA mapping
from gene trees to species trees is often optimal even for DGS reconciliation, in
many cases (24.6% of TreeFix domain trees, 22.8% for RaxML trees) imposing
the LCA mapping either makes it impossible to reconcile the domain trees with
the gene trees and species tree (almost 10% of the TreeFix trees) or results in a
significantly suboptimal DGS reconciliation. Furthermore, as seen earlier, optimal
DGS reconciliations for such domain trees require significant deviations from the
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LCA gene-species mapping.
Comparison with ancestral domain contents computed by STAR-MP. The STARMP method [64] computes evolutionary histories of domain architectures by first
mapping the domain trees onto a species tree to infer the domain content of all
ancestral species. STAR-MP uses the traditional duplication-loss model (LCA
mapping) to compute this mapping and the resulting ancestral domain content.
Since DGS-reconciliation does not compute domain architectures, we focused on
comparing the impact of using DGS-reconciliation on inferring ancestral domain
mappings. We therefore computed ancestral domain mappings on the species tree
using the DGS reconciliation model applied to all 3761 TreeFix (and RAxML)
domain trees, and compared the inferred domain mappings to those computed
using the LCA mapping (used by STAR-MP) on the same datasets. We found
that the inferred domain mappings are different for 33.0% of our TreeFix domain
trees (38.5% for RAxML trees). In fact, for each of these domain trees, there are on
average 4.4 (also 4.4 for RAxML domain trees) species nodes, out of the 23 nodes
in the species tree, for which the inferred domain contents are different across the
two methods. Details appear in Figure 2.7. These results again highlight the very
significant impact of using DGS reconciliation on inferring domain evolution and
on reconstructing ancestral domain architectures.
An implementation of our heuristic is freely available from http://compbio.
engr.uconn.edu/software/seadog/.
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Fig. 2.7: This figure shows the 12-flies species tree used in this study and, for
each node of the species tree, the total number of TreeFix domain trees
for which the DGS and DL reconciliation models infer the number of
different mappings for that domain on that species node.

2.6

Conclusion

In this work, we have introduced a new computation framework, the DGS reconciliation model, for integrated analysis of domain-, gene-, and species-level evolution.
Our DGS reconciliation model is the first computational framework that explicitly captures the interdependence of domain-, gene-, and species-level evolution,
and simultaneously optimizes the evolution of domains within genes, and genes
within species. We show that the underlying computational problem is NP-hard
and present an efficient and effective heuristic for the problem. We applied our
heuristic to a large genome-scale dataset of thousands of domain and gene families
from 12 fly species, and demonstrated the significant impact of our new model on
the inference of both domain-level and gene-level evolution. Our results suggest
that explicit consideration of the interdependence of domain, gene, and species-
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level evolution will enable biologists to infer both domain family evolution and
gene family evolution more accurately.
Several aspects of the new DGS reconciliation framework need to be explored
further. For example, it would be useful to allow horizontal gene transfer so that
the framework can be applied to microbial species. It would also be useful to
study the prevalence of multiple optimal reconciliations and the effect of varying
event cost assignments on evolutionary inferences.
We view the proposed DGS reconciliation model as a foundation on which
other more complex and more complete models can be built. For instance, the
model can be extended to simultaneously reconcile multiple domain trees with the
gene trees and species tree, and doing so may yield more accurate results as well
as a better understanding of multi-domain gain and loss. Likewise, consideration
of domain architectures (orderings of domains along proteins) and mechanisms of
domain duplication, transfer, and loss would further help improve the accuracy
of the framework and provide an even more fine-grained view of domain and gene
evolution. Finally, the DGS reconciliation model can be leveraged to develop a
joint error-correction framework for gene trees and domain trees. This would lead
to improved reconstruction of multi-domain gene trees and of domain trees that
might otherwise be hard to reconstruct accurately.
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Chapter 3

An Integer Linear Programming Solution for the
Domain-Gene-Species Reconciliation Problem

The underlying computational problem in DGS reconciliation is NP-hard and a
heuristic algorithm is currently used to estimate optimal DGS reconciliations.
However, this heuristic has several undesirable limitations. First, it offers no
guarantee of optimality or near-optimality. Second, it can result in biologically
unrealistic evolutionary scenarios. And third, it only computes a single DGS
reconciliation even though there can be multiple optimal DGS reconciliations. In
this work, we introduce the first exact algorithm for computing optimal DGS
reconciliations that addresses all three limitations. Our algorithm is based on an
integer linear programming formulation of the problem, which we solve iteratively
by solving a series of linear programming relaxations. Our experimental results on
over 3, 400 domain trees and over 7, 000 gene trees from 12 fly species shows that
our new algorithm is highly scalable and that it leads to significant improvement
in DGS reconciliation inference. An implementation of our exact algorithm is
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available freely from http://compbio.engr.uconn.edu/software/seadog/.

3.1

Introduction

It is estimated that more than 60% of genes in eukaryotes and 40% of genes in
prokaryotes [18, 29] consist of multiple protein domains (well-characterized functional units). These protein domains can be independently lost or gained during
gene evolution [41], which has important functional and evolutionary consequences
for the affected genes [2, 40, 58, 59]. Many phylogenetic reconciliation methods exist for studying the evolution of gene families (or gene trees) inside species trees,
e.g. [1, 4, 12, 15, 25, 27, 38, 43, 50, 53, 56, 57], but these methods ignore domain-level
events such as domain-gain and loss. The inability of these methods to take domains into consideration not only affects their accuracy but also makes it difficult
to study domain evolution itself. Likewise, several methods exist for studying
the evolution of domain families (or domain trees), but these methods either do
not take gene trees into account at all [8, 61, 64] or do not account for the interdependence of domain, gene, and species level evolution [54].
Recently, a powerful new phylogenetic reconciliation framework, called
Domain-Gene-Species (DGS) reconciliation, was introduced to simultaneously
model the evolution of a domain family inside one or more gene families and
the evolution of those gene families inside a species tree [36]. DGS reconciliation framework explicitly captures the interdependence of domain, gene, and
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species level evolution, and simultaneously optimizes the domain-gene and genespecies aspects of the reconciliation. Simultaneous analysis of domain, gene, and
species level evolution provides insights that cannot be obtained by analyzing only
domain-gene, domain-species, or gene-species evolution separately. In particular,
DGS reconciliation makes it possible to trace the evolution of a domain family
within and across gene trees, enables a fine-grained view of gene family evolution
with domain gains and losses clearly specified, and yields more accurate genespecies reconciliations by computing a joint reconciliation between the domain
trees, gene trees, and species tree. As shown in [36], DGS reconciliation often
results in evolutionary inferences that are markedly different than inferences obtained using only pairwise reconciliation between either domain trees and gene
trees, domain trees and species trees, or gene trees and species trees.
No exact algorithms currently exist for DGS reconciliation, and a heuristic algorithm based on dynamic programming is used to estimate optimal DGS
reconciliations [36]. However, this heuristic has several important limitations.
First, it offers no guarantee of optimality or near-optimality. Second, it can result
in biologically unrealistic evolutionary scenarios. And third, it only computes a
single DGS reconciliation even though there can be multiple optimal DGS reconciliations. These limitations make it hard to properly interpret any DGS reconciliation computed by the heuristic; in particular, one cannot determine if a
significantly more optimal reconciliation exists, or if there are other equally opti-
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mal but distinct reconciliations, or if a more biologically plausible reconciliation
can be obtained.
Our contributions. In this work, we introduce the first exact algorithm for
computing optimal DGS reconciliations that addresses these limitations. Our algorithm works by finding all optimal DGS reconciliations within a specified search
space. This search space can either be unrestricted, allowing for consideration of
any valid DGS reconciliation, or restricted to a more biologically meaningful subset of the full search space. We show how this search space can be appropriately
defined for biological realism and plausibility, which also has the added benefit
of allowing large instances of the DGS reconciliation problem (with domain trees
and gene trees containing hundreds of leaves) to be solved exactly when confined
to that search space. A crucial part of our algorithmic strategy is that we do
not need to use an ILP solver. Instead, we show how to solve the ILP formulation efficiently in practice by iteratively solving a series of linear programming
relaxations.
We implemented and applied our algorithm to a large dataset of 3, 761
domain trees and 7, 165 gene trees from 12 fly species. We found that our ILP
algorithm was highly scalable and could be applied to 3, 479 (92.4%) of the domain
trees in the dataset, even when the domain and gene trees had hundreds of leaves.
The ILP algorithm was also highly effective and, even when restricted to only
biologically plausible scenarios, produced more optimal DGS reconciliations than
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the heuristic algorithm for 264 (i.e., 7.6%) of the 3, 479 domain families, resulting
in an average reduction of 9.4% in the DGS reconciliation cost for these domain
trees. We also found that a small but significant fraction of the domain trees had
multiple optimal gene-species reconciliations. The ILP algorithm, when restricted
to only biologically plausible scenarios, was able to find either more optimal or
equally optimal DGS reconciliations for 3, 464 of the 3, 479 domain trees, showing
that optimal DGS reconciliations are almost always biologically plausible. The
experimental results also show that solutions computed by the heuristic are usually
optimal or near-optimal, suggesting that when input instances are too large for
the exact ILP algorithm the heuristic offers a good tradeoff between scalability
and accuracy.
Connections with existing techniques for solving ILPs. Many optimization problems, including the ODGS problem, can be formulated by integer
linear programs (ILPs). However, unlike linear programming, ILP often is difficult
to solve [9, 28]. Relaxation is a well-known technique that loosens the constraints
of the master problem and solves a less constrained version [20,24,45]. By solving
the relaxed problem one can gain more information about the master problem,
typically the lower bound if we are dealing with a minimization problem. There
are many effective methods for relaxation such as LP relaxation, Lagrangian relaxation [20, 24], etc. Another popular relaxation method is to first delete some
constraints from the master problem, then add the missing constraints back if the
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optimal solution of the less constrained version is violating feasibility [16].
Based on the general idea of relaxation, there are strategies developed to
handle large scale ILP problems. If the master problem has too many constraints,
one can take a subset of all constraints and iteratively add the remaining constraints into the master problem when necessary. This technique is often called
row generation, corresponding to column generation where variables are iteratively
selected and added. These two strategies have been proven effective in practice
and have evolved into cutting-edge algorithms such as Benders decomposition [23].
Cutting-planes is a method that has been successfully applied to improve
the performance of ILPs [3, 32]. The general idea lying behind is to first solve the
relaxed version of the master problem, and find a constraint as a cutting-plane
that all feasible solutions will meet but the over-fitting solution will not meet.
Repetitively run the relaxed version of the master problem and test if the result is
feasible, meanwhile keep all the cutting-planes in the formulation. The algorithm
will stop when a feasible solution is found as the optimal.
Another essential technique for speeding up ILP is Branch and Bound
(B&B). The rationale behind B&B is to trim the search space whenever possible during the searching process. In general, the B&B strategy divides the search
space into branches and saves the current found best feasible solution as the pruning threshold. Typically the B&B strategy is combined with cutting-planes. [42].
Modern ILP solvers such as CPLEX and GUROBI integrate these and other
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optimization tools for solving a general ILP instance. However, the performance
of these broadly applicable techniques is not guaranteed due to their non-specific
nature. Our new algorithm for solving the ODGS problem can be viewed as a
self-designed cutting algorithm.
The remainder of this manuscript is organized as follows: The next section
starts with preliminaries and problem definitions. In Section 3.3 we show how
to transform the computational problem first into a flow problem on graphs and
then into an integer linear program. In Section 3.4 we describe our iterated linear
programming solution for the ILP formulation. In Section 3.5 we show how to
define the search space of allowed gene-species mappings. Detailed experimental
results appear in Section 3.6, and concluding remarks in Section 3.7.

3.2

Definitions and Preliminaries

We follow the notation, basic definitions, and problem formulations from [36].
Preliminaries. Throughout this manuscript, the term tree refers to rooted trees.
Given a tree T , we denote its node, edge, and leaf sets by V (T ), E(T ), and Le(T )
respectively. The root node of T is denoted by rt(T ), the parent of a node v ∈ V (T )
by paT (v), its set of children by ChT (v), and the (maximal) subtree of T rooted
at v by T (v). The set of internal nodes of T , denoted I(T ), is defined to be
V (T ) \ Le(T ). We define ≤T to be the partial order on V (T ) where x ≤T y if
y is a node on the path between rt(T ) and x. The partial order ≥T is defined
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analogously, i.e., x ≥T y if x is a node on the path between rt(T ) and y. We say
that y is an ancestor of x, or that x is a descendant of y, if x ≤T y (note that,
under this definition, every node is a descendant as well as ancestor of itself).
We say that x and y are incomparable if neither x ≤T y nor y ≤T x. Given a
non-empty subset L ⊆ Le(T ), we denote by lcaT (L) the least common ancestor
(LCA) of all the leaves in L in tree T ; i.e., lcaT (L) is the unique smallest upper
bound of L under ≤T .
The input for DGS reconciliation is a domain tree D, a collection of gene
trees G, and a species tree S. The species tree is a tree showing the evolutionary
history for a chosen set of species. Each gene tree is a tree showing the evolutionary history for a set of genes related by common ancestry, called a gene family,
restricted to the species represented in the species tree. Similarly, a domain tree
shows the evolutionary history of a set of domains related by common ancestry,
called a domain family, restricted to the species present in the species tree.
Each leaf in a gene tree is labeled by the species from which that leaf (gene)
was sampled. Similarly, each leaf in a domain tree is labeled with the gene from
which that leaf (domain) was taken. This defines a leaf-to-leaf mapping from the
domain trees to the gene trees, and from the gene trees to the species tree. Since
a gene may have multiple domains, there may be multiple domains (possibly from
different domain trees) mapping to the same gene. Similarly, since domains from
the same domain family may be present in multiple gene families, different leaves
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of a single domain tree may map to genes from different gene families.

3.2.1

DGS reconciliation

In the domain-gene-species (DGS) reconciliation model, the goal is to find a reconciliation of the given gene trees with the species tree, and of the given domain
tree with the gene trees [36]. The reconciliation of a gene tree with a species tree
models the primary evolutionary events that shape gene family evolution within
species; in the case of multi-cellular organisms these are speciation, gene duplication, and gene loss. Similarly, the reconciliation of a domain tree with one or
more gene trees models the elementary evolutionary events that shape domain
family evolution within genes; in this case co-divergence, domain transfer, domain
duplication, and domain loss. Each event is assigned a cost and the computational
objective is to find a DGS reconciliation of minimum total cost [36].
DGS-reconciliation is formally defined as follows:
Definition 3.2.1 (DGS-reconciliation [36]). Given a domain tree D, collection
of gene trees G, a species tree S, and leaf-mappings LD : Le(D) → Le(G) and
LG : Le(G) → Le(S), a DGS-reconciliation for D, G and S is a nine-tuple
hMD , MG , ΣD , ΣG , ∆D , ∆G , Θ, Ξ, τ i, where MD : V (D) → V (G) and MG : V (G) →
V (S) map each node of D to a node from G and each node from G to a node of S,
respectively, the sets ΣD , ∆D , and Θ partition I(D) into co-divergence, domainduplication, and domain-transfer nodes, respectively, the sets ΣG and ∆G partition
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I(G) into speciation and gene-duplication nodes, respectively, Ξ is a subset of domain tree edges that represent domain-transfer events, and τ : Θ → V (G) specifies
the recipient gene for each domain-transfer event, subject to:
Gene-Species constraints:
1. If g ∈ Le(G), then MG (g) = LG (g).
2. If g ∈ I(G) and g ′ and g ′′ denote the children of g, then,
(a) MG (g) ≥S lca(M G (g ′ ), M G (g ′′ )),
(b) g ∈ ΣG if and only if MG (g) = lca(MG (g ′ ), MG (g ′′ )) and MG (g ′ ) and MG (g ′′ )
are incomparable,
(c) g ∈ ∆G only if MG (g) ≥S lca(MG (g ′ ), MG (g ′′ )).
Domain-Gene constraints:
3. If d ∈ Le(D), then MD (d) = LD (d).
4. If d ∈ I(D) and d′ and d′′ denote the children of d, then,
(a) MD (d) 6≤G MD (d′ ) and MD (d) 6≤G MD (d′′ ),
(b) At least one of MD (d′ ) and MD (d′′ ) is a descendant of MD (d) (in the same
gene tree).
5. Given any edge (d, d′ ) ∈ E(D), (d, d′ ) ∈ Ξ if and only if MD (d) and MD (d′ )
are in different gene trees or incomparable in the same gene tree.
6. If d ∈ I(D) and d′ and d′′ denote the children of d, then,
(a) d ∈ ΣD if and only if MD (d) = lca(MD (d′ ), MD (d′′ )) (in the same gene tree)
and MD (d′ ) and MD (d′′ ) are incomparable,
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(b) d ∈ ∆D only if MD (d) ≥G lca(MD (d′ ), MD (d′′ )) (in the same gene tree),
(c) d ∈ Θ if and only if either (d, d′ ) ∈ Ξ or (d, d′′ ) ∈ Ξ.
(d) If d ∈ Θ and (d, d′ ) ∈ Ξ, then MD (d) and τ (d) must either be in different
gene trees or incomparable in the same gene tree, MG (MD (d)) = MG (τ (d)),
and MD (d′ ) ≤G τ (d).
Constraints 1 and 2 above apply to the reconciliation of the gene trees with
the species tree and are based on the classical Duplication-Loss model [25, 43]
extended to allow suboptimal gene-species reconciliations. Constraints 3, 4, 5,
and 6 apply to the reconciliation of the domain tree with the gene trees. Constraint 3 ensures that the mapping MD is consistent with the leaf-mapping LD .
Constraint 4a imposes on MD the temporal constraints (ancestor-descendant relationships) implied by the gene trees. Constraint 4b implies that any internal
node in D may represent at most one domain-transfer event. Constraint 5 determines the edges of D that are domain-transfer edges. Constraints 6a, 6b,
and 6c state the conditions under which an internal node of G may represent a
co-divergence, domain-duplication, and domain-transfer respectively. Constraint
6d specifies which genes may be designated as the recipient gene for any given
domain-transfer event. Note that, in the absence of horizontal gene transfer, the
transfer of a domain from one gene to another can only happen within the same
genome. Thus, Constraint 6d explicitly enforces that the donor gene and recipient
gene for any domain transfer event must map to the same species in the species
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Fig. 3.1: DGS reconciliation. (a) The figure shows a DGS reconciliation for a
domain tree whose domains come from two gene trees and a species tree.
The Domain-Gene-Species (DGS) reconciliation model simultaneously
optimizes the mapping of the domain tree into the gene trees and of
the gene trees into the species tree. In the gene-species reconciliation,
a gene-duplication event (marked by the blue square) is invoked at
the root of gene tree 1. In the domain-gene reconciliation, a domain
duplication event is invoked at the node with the orange circle, and a
domain-transfer event is invoked at the node with the orange star. The
bolded edge in the domain tree represents the domain-transfer edge,
where the domain is copied from gene tree 1 to gene tree 2. As required
by the model, the donor gene from gene tree 1 and the recipient gene
from gene tree 2 both map to the same species tree node.
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tree. Figure 3.1 shows an example of a valid DGS-reconciliation.
Each evolutionary event other than speciation and co-divergence is assigned
G
a positive cost. P∆G and Ploss
denote the gene-duplication and gene-loss costs, while
G
P∆D , PΘD , and Ploss
denote domain-duplication, domain-transfer, and domain-loss
D
D
costs. The model allows for the use of two separate costs PΘ1
and PΘ2
instead

of a single PΘD , so that a distinction can be made between domain transfers that
remain within the same gene family from those that cross gene family boundaries.
Notation:

Given

any

DGS

reconciliation

α

=

hMD , MG ,

ΣD , ΣG , ∆D , ∆G , Θ, Ξ, τ i, we can separate its domain-gene and gene-species reconciliation components. The domain-gene component defines the reconciliation
of the domain tree with the gene tree(s) and is denoted by αD = hMD , ΣD , ∆D ,
Θ, Ξ, τ i, and gene -species component defines the reconciliation of the gene tree(s)
with the species tree and is denoted by αG = hMG , ΣG , ∆G i. Note that α is completely specified if we are given both αD and αG .
The reconciliation cost of a given DGS-reconciliation is defined as follows.
Definition 3.2.2 (Reconciliation cost). Given a DGS-reconciliation α, the reconciliation cost for α is the total cost of all events invoked by α. Equivalently, the
reconciliation cost for α is the total cost of all events invoked by αD and αG
Note that, while domain-duplication, domain-transfer, and gene-duplication
events are directly specified in the DGS-reconciliation, domain-losses and genelosses are not. However, given a DGS-reconciliation, one can directly count the
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minimum number of gene-losses and domain-losses [36].
The computational objective is to find an optimal, or most parsimonious,
reconciliation, i.e., a DGS-reconciliation that has minimum reconciliation cost.
More formally:
G
Definition 3.2.3 (ODGS Problem). Given D, G and S, along with P∆G , Ploss
,
D
D
D
P∆D , PΘ1
, PΘ2
, and Ploss
, the Optimal DGS-Reconciliation (ODGS) problem is to

find a DGS-reconciliation for D, G and S with minimum reconciliation cost.

3.2.2

Restricted ODGS problem

The ODGS problem imposes no restriction on the gene-species mapping MG ,
which can lead to inferences that are biologically implausible. The space of possible DGS reconciliations can be reduced, and biological realism simultaneously
improved, by imposing reasonable constraints on the gene-species mapping MG .
In particular, let Γ denote a set of candidate gene-species mappings MG . We define the Γ-restricted ODGS problem to be the ODGS problem under the constraint
that the gene-species mapping must be present in Γ. More formally:
G
Definition 3.2.4 (Γ-ODGS Problem). Given D, G and S, along with P∆G , Ploss
,
D
D
D
, and a set Γ of candidate mappings from G to S, the
P∆D , PΘ1
, PΘ2
, and Ploss

Γ-restricted ODGS (Γ-ODGS) problem is to find a DGS-reconciliation
hMD , MG , ΣD , ΣG , ∆D , ∆G , Θ, Ξ, τ i with minimum reconciliation cost such that
MG ∈ Γ.
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Observe that if Γ includes all possible gene-species mappings then the ΓODGS problem simply becomes the ODGS problem. In the next section, we
formulate the Γ-ODGS problem as an integer linear program and show how to
define Γ in a biologically meaningful way.

3.3

An ILP formulation for

Γ-ODGS

Given any fixed gene-species mapping MG , the ODGS problem restricted to only
MG can be solved in polynomial time using the extended-DTL Algorithm described in [36]. Thus, if the set of candidate gene-species mappings Γ is small,
then the Γ-ODGS problem can be solved efficiently by simply considering all possible MG ∈ Γ. However, the space of biologically plausible gene-species mappings
can be very large, as we will see later, and the Γ-ODGS problem can be solved
far more efficiently by using an integer linear programming formulation instead.
In the following, we first show how to transform the Γ-ODGS problem into
a constrained network flow problem on a directed network derived from D, G, and
S. The network, denoted H, consists of two components that we call H1 and H2 .
Component H1 corresponds to possible reconciliations between the domain tree
and gene trees, while component H2 corresponds to the set of candidate genespecies mappings Γ. Later, we will convert the constrained network flow problem
into an integer linear programming (ILP) formulation and prove its correctness.
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3.3.1

Construction of network component H1

Component H1 represents the reconciliation between D and G, and the vertices
in H1 correspond either to domain nodes from D or gene nodes from G. We refer
to the nodes of H1 that correspond to domains as domain vertices and those that
correspond to genes as gene vertices. Each domain vertex in H1 represents either
the triple consisting of a domain node i ∈ V (D) and specific mappings for its
left and right children, if i is an internal node, or just i itself if i is a leaf node.
(We point out that while the domain tree is unordered, for notational convenience
we impose an ordering to distinguish between the “left” and “right” child of an
internal node.) Thus, each domain node i ∈ Le(D) has a single representative in
H1 , while each i ∈ I(D) has multiple representatives in H1 corresponding to all
possible mapping assignments for its two children. Specifically, a domain vertex
in H1 is labeled as dl,r
i if it corresponds to domain node i ∈ V (D) with the left
child of i mapping to node l ∈ V (G) and the right child of i mapping to node
r ∈ V (G). If i is a leaf node then the corresponding vertex in H1 is labeled d0,0
i .
Each domain vertex in H1 is associated with one or more gene vertices in H1 ,
which captures the possible gene node mappings for the corresponding domain
node. Thus, each gene node in V (G) corresponds to zero or more of these gene
vertices, and each gene vertex is associated with a specific domain vertex in H1 .
Specifically, consider any domain vertex dl,r
i . If the domain node i can map to a
gene node j ∈ V (G) under the constraint that the left child of i maps to l and
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i
the right child to r, then we create a gene vertex labeled gj,R
associated with

dl,r
i . If domain node i represents a domain-transfer event when it maps to gene
node j and its left and right children map to l and r, respectively, then R = τ (i).
Otherwise, R = 0. Note that when the domain vertex is of the form d0,0
(i.e.,
i
when i ∈ Le(D)), there is only one gene node that i can map to (specified by the
given leaf mapping), and so there is only one gene vertex associated with d0,0
i .
We now describe how to construct this network H1 .
Input: Construct-H1 (D, G, S, LD , LG )
1: for each domain node i in a post order traversal of D do
2:

If i ∈ Le(D) then add domain vertex di0,0 to H1 . Otherwise, add all domain
vertices dl,r
i corresponding to i into H1 .

3:

i
Add gene vertices gj,R
, for each j, R ∈ V (G).

4:

if i ∈ I(D) then

5:

Let i′ and i′′ denote the left and right child of i, respectively.

6:

For each newly inserted domain vertex of the form dl,r
i , find all gene
′

′′

i
i
vertices of the form either gl,R
and add an edge from these gene
or gr,R

vertices to that domain vertex.
7:
8:

for each domain vertex in H1 of the form dl,r
i , where l, r ∈ V (G) do
i
Add an edge from dl,r
i to gene vertex gj,R , if it is possible (under the

definition of DGS-reconciliation) to map domain node i to gene node
j under the constraint that the left child of i maps to l and the right
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child to r. In addition, R must be as follows: If i is a domain-transfer
event under this mapping then R must be such that there exists a valid
gene-species mapping under which j and R map to the same species
node; if i is not a domain-transfer event then R = 0.
9:
10:

else if i ∈ Le(D) then
i
Add an edge from d0,0
to gj,0
, where j = LD (i).
i

11: Add a source vertex to H1 and add an edge from this vertex to each domain

vertex that corresponds to a leaf node of D.
rt(D)

12: As a sink vertex and add an edge from all gene vertices of the form gj,R ,

where j, R ∈ V (G), to this sink.
13: Delete all gene vertices that do not have any incoming edges.

Figure 3.2 illustrates how H1 is constructed.
We can reduce the size of H1 without sacrificing optimality by using a branch
and bound approach. The existing dynamic programming heuristic for DGSreconciliation, described in [36], can be used to compute an upper bound on the
domain-gene reconciliation cost of subtree D(i), for any i ∈ V (D), under the
constraint that i maps to gene node j. We denote this upper bound by U (i, j).
We can also use the extended DTL reconciliation model and its exact algorithm [36], which optimally reconciles the domain tree with the gene trees without
considering the species tree or the species constraint on domain-transfers, to compute a lower bound on the reconciliation cost for subtree D(i), for any i ∈ V (D),
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under the constraint that i maps to gene node j. We denote this lower bound by
L(i, j).
′ ′′
Consider any domain vertex dl,r
i , where i is an internal node of D, and i , i
i
denote the two children of i. Suppose there is an edge from dl,r
i to gene vertex gj,R .

Consider the domain-gene reconciliation scenario where node i maps to j, i′ to l,
and i′′ to r, and R denotes the recipient gene node in case i is a domain-transfer.
Let F denote the sum of the cost for the event (co-divergence, domain-duplication,
or domain-transfer) at i and the loss costs along the two edges (i, i′ ) and (i, i′′ ).
Then, we can safely delete the gene vertex gij,R from H1 (along with the relevant
edges) if U (i, j) ≤ F + L(i′ , l) + L(i′′ , r).

3.3.2

Construction of network component H2

Component H2 corresponds to the set of candidate gene-species mappings Γ. This
component consists simply of a set of vertices, which we call “solution vertexes”,
corresponding to the set Γ. Thus each vertex in H2 represents a specific mapping
of the gene tree into the species tree. These ”solution vertices” are used to restrict
the edges of H1 that can be used to define a valid DGS-reconciliation. Consider
i
a vertex p of the form dl,r
i and vertex q of the form gj,R from H1 . If (p, q) is an

edge in H1 then we denote by H2 (p, q) the subset of vertices of H2 (i.e., subset of
gene-species reconciliations from Γ) that are compatible with the (partial) domaingene reconciliation imposed by the edge (p, q). Specifically, if domain node i maps
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to gene node j, the left child of i maps to l, the right child of i maps to r, i
is a domain-transfer event, and R is the recipient of that domain-transfer, then
H2 (p, q) contains exactly those gene-species mappings from Γ in which j (the
donor) and R (the recepient) map to the same species node.
We discuss how the set Γ, and therefore H2 , can be appropriately defined
in practice in Section 3.5.

3.3.3

Constrained Network Flow and its ILP formulation

We will first describe the specific constrained network flow problem that must be
solved on H to compute optimal solutions for the Γ-ODGS problem, and then
show how to cast the resulting optimization problem as an ILP. By understanding
the intuition behind the network flow formulation, it becomes much easier to
understand the ILP formulation.

Constrained minimum cost network flow
i
Observe that each domain-to-gene edge, say (dl,r
i , gj,R ), in H1 corresponds to a

specific “local” domain-gene reconciliation for domain node i and its two children,
defining the mapping for those three nodes as well as the event type for i. We
will assign a weight to each domain-to-gene edge of H1 based on the cost of this
“local” reconciliation. More precisely: For an edge (p, q) in H1 , if p = dl,r
i , for
i ∈ V (D) and l, r ∈ V (G), is a domain vertex and q = gij,R , for j ∈ V (G), is
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Fig. 3.2: Example showing how the network H is constructed. Given the
domain tree D, gene tree G, and species tree S on the left, the resulting network component H1 is shown in the middle. The domain-gene
leaf mapping is given by shared first letters in the leaf labels (lowercase letters in D and uppercase letters in G), and the gene-species leaf
mapping is defined by shared leaf labels. The set of “solution vertices”
that comprise network component H2 , is shown on the right. As depicted, each of the vertices in H2 corresponds to a specific gene-species
mapping from set of allowed gene-species mappings Γ. Components H1
and H2 together define H.
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a gene vertex, then we set the weight of (p, q), denoted W(p, q), equals to the
evolutionary cost of the event indicated by (p, q), plus the loss costs along the
lineages of the domain node di and its two children on the domain tree. All other
edges are assigned weight 0.
Now suppose, for simplicity, that Γ consists of only a single candidate genespecies mapping, i.e., network component H2 has exactly one vertex, and wish to
find an optimal domain-gene reconciliation that is compatible with that specific
gene-species mapping. This problem can be solved using a minimum cost constrained network flow formulation as follows: We first identify all those domainto-gene edges whose “local” reconciliations are incompatible with the given genespecies mapping and assign them a capacity of 0. All other edges are assigned
a capacity of 1. Given any edge (p, q) in H1 , we define F(p, q) to be the flow
value for that edge. The objective now is to find an integer valued flow in H1
that minimizes the sum

P

(p,q) (F(p, q)

× W(p, q)), subject to the following three

constraints:
1. The total flow out of the source should equal | Le(D)|, i.e., each edge going
out of the source should be saturated with flow.
2. The total flow out of a domain vertex of the form dl,r
i , where i ∈ I(D),
should equal half the incoming flow.
3. For any i ∈ I(D), with i′ and i′′ denoting its two children, let q ′ be a gene
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′′

′

i
i
. Then,
and q ′′ be a gene vertex of the form gj,R
vertex of the form gj,R

for each domain vertex p of the form dl,r
i , we must have
P

q ′′

P

q′

F(q ′ , p) =

F(q ′′ , p).

Here, the objective function minimizes the total domain-gene reconciliation
cost, the way the edge capacities are set ensures that only domain-gene reconciliations compatible with the specific gene-species mapping are considered, the first
constraint ensures that the entire domain tree is reconciled, the second constraint
ensures that each internal domain node has both of its children reconciled without
violating the capacity constraint at any edge (it may help to envision flow moving
up from the leaves the domain tree towards the root, each internal node would
have a incoming flow of 2 but an outgoing flow of 1), and the third constraint
ensures that the edges with non-zero flow are consistent with a single domaingene reconciliation (i.e., that all the chosen “local” reconciliations are correctly
formed).
This formulation can be easily extended to the case when Γ contains multiple
candidate gene-species mappings. This can be done by defining a binary (0 or 1)
“usage” value for each vertex in H2 , constraining the total usage value for all
vertices of H2 to be 1, and setting the capacities of each domain-to-gene edge in
H1 to be equal to the sum of the usage values for all vertices (i.e., gene-species
mappings) in H2 that are compatible with that edge.
The constrained minimum cost network flow problem described above can
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be directly formulated as an integer linear program (ILP) as described next. Later,
in Section 3.3.4, we prove that this ILP formulation solves the Γ-ODGS problem
optimally, thereby also proving the correctness of the constrained minimum cost
network flow formulation.

Integer linear programming formulation
We define the following variables. We denote the flow value along any edge (p, q) ∈
E(H1 ) by f(p,q) . Given any vertex k ∈ V (H2 ), we denote its usage value by uk ,
where uk ∈ {0, 1}. Each edge (p, q) ∈ E(H1 ) is assigned a fixed weight W(p, q)
as defined previously. We denote the fixed gene-species reconciliation cost of any
vertex k ∈ V (H2 ) by C(k).
Objective function. The objective function captures the total DGS-reconciliation
cost of the solution and can be written as
Minimize

X

(W(p, q) × f(p,q) ) +

(p,q)∈E(H1 )

X

(C(k) × uk )

(3.1)

k∈V (H2 )

Here, the term Σ(p,q)∈E(H1 ) (W(p, q) × f(p,q) ) captures the domain-gene reconciliation cost. Recall that we only allow one of the vertices k ∈ V (H2 ) to have
usage value equal to 1 and the term Σk∈V (H2 ) (C(k) × uk )) therefore captures the
gene-species reconciliation cost of the chosen gene-species mapping.
Constraints.
Our first set of constraints capture flow conservation. For each gene vertex
i
q of the form gj,R
, where i ∈ V (D) and j, R ∈ V (G) we define the usual flow
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conservation constraint as follows.

X

X

f(p,q) =

p|(p,q)∈E(H1 )

f(q,x) .

(3.2)

x|(q,x)∈E(H1 )

For each domain vertex p of the form dl,r
i , where i ∈ I(D), we define a
scaled flow conservation constraint (corresponding to the second constraint in the
network flow formulation above) as follows.

2·

X

f(p,q) =

q|(p,q)∈E(H1 )

X

f(x,p) .

(3.3)

x|(x,p)∈E(H1 )

The next set of constraints enforces that the edges out of the source are
saturated with flow (corresponding to the first constraint in the network flow
formulation above). For each domain vertex p of the form d0,0
i , where i ∈ Le(D)
we require.

X

f(p,q) = 1.

(3.4)

q|(p,q)∈E(H1 )

Next, we enforce that every domain vertex p of the form dl,r
i , where i ∈ I(D)
must receive the same amount of flow from vertices corresponding to i’s left and
right children. (This corresponds to the third constraint in the network flow
formulation above.) Formally, if i′ and i′′ denote the two children of domain node
i in I(D), then for each domain vertex p of form dl,r
i we require.
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X

X

f(gi′

j,R ,p)

=

j∈V (G) R∈V (G)

X

X

f(gi′′

j,R ,p)

.

(3.5)

j∈V (G) R∈V (G)

Finally, we have the usage and capacity constraints that together enforce
that only those domain-gene edges are assigned a flow that are compatible with
a single “solution vertex” from H2 . Thus, we have
X

(uk ) = 1,

(3.6)

k∈V (H2 )

and, for each domain vertex p of the form dl,r
i , where i ∈ I(D), and edge
(p, q) ∈ E(H1 ), we require

f(p,q) ≤

X

uk .

(3.7)

k∈H2 (p,q)

Note that all variables in this ILP are required to be integral. Also note
that the total number of variables and constraints is polynomial in the sizes of
the domain tree, gene trees, and |Γ|.

3.3.4

Correctness of the ILP formulation

It is not very difficult to show that solving the Γ-ODGS problem is equivalent
to finding an optimal integral solution for the ILP formulation described above.
Specifically, the optimal value of the objective function must equal the DGSreconciliation cost of an optimal solution to the Γ-ODGS problem, and an optimal
DGS-reconciliation is defined by the domain-to-gene edges of H1 that are assigned
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a flow value of 1 and by the vertex from H2 that is assigned a usage value of 1.
We therefore have the following claim.
Claim 3. Solving the Γ-ODGS problem is equivalent to finding an integral solution
that minimizes the objective function value in the ILP formulation.
Before we go into the proof, we first re-define what is a valid DGS reconciliation. As defined previously, a valid reconciliation is a multi-set α = hMD , MG ,
ΣD , ΣG , ∆D , ∆G , Θ, Ξ, τ i in which all these elements constrained by the specific
requirements of evolutionary events. However, this definition is not in the best
format as we prove the correctness of the algorithm. Thus, here we give an higher
level definition of a DGS reconciliation. It’s not difficult to see that all the constraints on a DGS reconciliation can be integrated into these terms:
1. Each domain or gene node has a unique mapping.
2. For every internal domain x, the mapping of x together with the mappings
of the children of x, and the recipient gene node in a domain transfer event,
indicates a valid domain evolutionary event(domain co-divergence, domain
transfer, domain duplication).
3. For every internal gene node x, the mapping of x together with the mappings
of the children of x if x is internal node, indicates a valid gene evolutionary
event(speciation or gene duplication).
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4. In a domain transfer event the donor and recipient map to the same species
node.

Forward Direction
Given

an

optimal

DGS-reconciliation

α

hMD , MG ,

=

ΣD , ΣG , ∆D , ∆G , Θ, Ξ, τ i for the Γ-ODGS problem, we will show how to assign
each variable of the ILP formulation so that all constraints are satisfied and the
objective function value equals the DGS-reconciliation cost for α.
Given an internal domain node i ∈ I(D), we denote its two children by i′
and i′′ . We will assign the variables in the ILP formulation as follows:
1. For each k ∈ V (H2 ), assign uk = 1 if k corresponds to MG , and uk = 0
otherwise.
i
2. For each i ∈ Le(D), let domain vertex p = d0,0
i and gene vertex q = gMD (i),0 .

Assign f(p,q) = 1.
MD (i′ ),MD (i′′ )

3. For each i ∈ I(D), if i ∈ Θ, for domain vertex p = di

and gene

i
vertex q = gM
If i 6= rt(D), and î denotes the
D (i),τ (i) , assign f(p,q) = 1.
MD (i),MD (î)

sibling of i, then also assign f(q,r) = 1, where r = dpa(i)

. If i = rt(D),

then assign f(q,sink) = 1.
MD (i′ ),MD (i′′ )

4. For each i ∈ I(D), if i ∈
/ Θ, for domain vertex p = di

and gene

i
vertex q = gM
D (i),0 , set f(p,q) = 1. If i 6= rt(D), and î denotes the sibling
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MD (i),MD (î)

of i, then also assign f(q,r) = 1, where r = dpa(i)

. If i = rt(D), then

assign f(q,sink) = 1.
5. Assign f(p,q) = 0 for all other (p, q) ∈ E(H1 ).
It is not difficult to see the left term in the objective function,
P

(p,q)∈E(H1 ) (W(p, q) × f(p,q) ),

αD and the right term,

P

evaluates to the domain-gene reconciliation cost for

k∈V (H2 ) (C(k)

× uk ), is simply the gene-species recon-

ciliation cost for αG . Thus, the total objective function value equals the DGSreconciliation cost for α.
Now we show the constructed solution sol meets all the constraints. First
we introduce two lemmas.
Lemma 14. For each domain node i, there exist and only exist one domain vertex
p of form dl,r
i satisfying f (p, q) = 1 for any (p, q) ∈ E(H1 ).
Lemma 15. For each domain node i, there exist and only exist one gene vertex
i
q of form gj,R
satisfying f (q, x) = 1 for any (q, x) ∈ E(H1 ).

The proof of these two lemmas are skipped due to its simplicity.
1. Since each node in D has a unique mapping, each f (p, q) ∈ {0, 1}. And
only one gene to species reconciliation has usage value uk = 1. The integral
constraint is satisfied.
2. In constraint 3.2, by lemma 14 the left part
by lemma 15 the right part

P

x|(q,x)∈E(H1 )
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P

= 1.

p|(p,q)∈E(H1 )

f(p,q) = 1. Then

i
3. In constraint 4.1 for a given gene vertex of form gj,R
, let i′ and i′′ be the

children of i. By lemma 14 the left part 2 ·

P

q|(p,q)∈E(H1 )

apply lemma 15 on the i′ and i′′ we have the right part

P

f(p,q) = 2. Then

x|(x,p)∈E(H1 )

f(x,p) =

2
4. Constraint 3.4 can be directed derived from lemma lemma1.
′
5. In constraint 3.5, for a given domain vertex p of the form dl,r
i , let i and

i′′ be the two children of i.

Recall when constructing sol we assigned
′

′′

i
′′
i
f(q′ ,x) = 1 and f(q′′ ,x) = 1, where q ′ = gM
= gM
D (i′ ),R , q
D (i′′ ),R and
MD (i′ ),MD (i′′ )

x = dpa(i)

. Consider if

P

j∈V (G)

P

R∈V (G)

f(gi′

j,R ,p)

= 1 for the given

′

i
′
domain vertex p, then there must exist q ′ = gM
D (i′ ),R such that f (q , p) = 1.

By the way we constructed sol there must be q ′′ such that f (q ′′ , p) = 1.
If

P

j∈V (G)

P

R∈V (G)

f(gi′

j,R ,p)

= 0 then according to lemma 15 there exist

p′ such that f (q ′ , p′ ) = 1 and f (q ′′ , p′ ) = 1. Again by lemma lemma2
P

j∈V (G)

P

R∈V (G)

f(gi′′

j,R ,p)

= 0.

6. Constraint 3.6 is obviously satisfied because only one uk = 1.
7. In constraint 3.8, consider any arc (p, q) where p is a domain vertex and q is
a gene vertex, we argue that (p, q) is consistent to k ∈ V (H2 ), k corresponds
to MG . Thus for any f (p, q) = 1 the capacity value

Backward Direction
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P

k∈H2 (p,q)

uk = 1.

We now prove that any integral solution to the ILP formulation corresponds
to a valid DGS-reconciliation α, and that the reconciliation cost of α equals the
objective function value for that integral solution.
First we show how we can construct the DGS reconciliation α based on the
integral solution of ILP. The gene to species reconciliation γ is uniquely defined
by the vertex k ∈ V (H2 ), uk = 1. The domain to gene reconciliation is defined by
MD (i) = j if f (p, q) = 1 where p is a domain vertex of form dl,r
i and q is a gene
i
vertex of form gj,R
. And τ (i) = R if R 6= 0.

As discussed earlier, to prove α is a valid DGS reconciliation, three constraints have to be satisfied: 1) Each domain/gene node has a unique mapping.
2) The mapping of each internal domain/gene node, together with its children’
mapping, represents a valid evolutionary event. 3) In domain transfer events
donor gene and recipient gene node must map to the same species node. Since
each vertex in H2 represents a valid gene to species reconciliation, any constraints
merely between gene tree and species tree are nicely handled by itself. Next we’ll
only prove the domain-related constraints.
We first show each domain node has a unique mapping. By constraint 3.4
and the integral constraint, domain leaf nodes are guaranteed to have unique
mapping. Let i ∈ I(D) \ {rt(D)}, and let p be a domain vertex of form dl,r
i and q
i
′
be a gene vertex of form gj,R
. Let p′ be a domain vertex of form dl,r
pa(i) and q be
pa(i)

the gene vertex of gj,R . By constraint 4.1, 3.4, and 3.2 we can conclude
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XX

XX

(f (p′ , q ′ ) =

q′

p′

q

(f (q, p′ )) =

p′

XX
p

(f (p, q)) = 1

(3.8)

q

together with the integral constraint, it guarantees for each domain node i
the mapping MD (i) is unique.
Next we prove in the constructed α the mapping of each domain node,
together with the children’ mapping represents a valid domain evolutionary event.
The leaf mappings are obviously valid. Recall in section 3.3.1 we constructed each
domain vertex p = dl,r
i as the representative of the domain node i with its left
child maps to gene node l and right child maps to gene node r. Furthermore,
i
we constructed gene vertex q = gj,R
and an arc from the domain vertex p to the

gene vertex q indicating the ”local” scenario in which domain node i maps to
the gene node j with leaf nodes mapping fixed and R being the recipient in a
transfer case or R = 0 in duplication or variation cases. Which being said, if we
observe f (p, q) = 1 and the children of domain node i have consistent mappings
with p = dl,r
i , then f (p, q) = 1 will represent a valid reconciliation event on the
domain tree whose cost is the same with Wp,q . Formally, for any internal domain
′ ′
i
node i, assume f (p, q) = 1 where p = dl,r
i , q = gj,R . Similarly assume f (p , q ) = 1
′

′

′′

′

′′

′′

where p′ = dil′,r , q ′ = gji ′ ,R′ and f (p′′ , q ′′ ) = 1 where p′′ = dil′′,r , q ′′ = gji ′′ ,R′′ for its
two children i′ and i′′ . By the analysis above it suffice to prove that j ′ = l and
j ′′ = r. By constraint 3.2 we have

P

p (f (q

′

′

, p)) = 1, and assume there exist j̄ 6= l

i
and f (p′ , q̄) > 0 where q̄ = gj̄,R
′ . Then by constraint 3.2 we have
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P

p (bq̄,p )

> 0,

resulting in

P

q (bq ′ ,p )

> 1 which violates constraint 4.1 so as the conclusion j ′ = l.

Use the same logic we can prove j ′′ = r.
As for the domain transfer constraints, if f (p, q) = 1 represents a domain
transfer event, then by constraint 3.8 we must have

P

k∈H2 (p,q)

uk = 1, and in this

way the solution vertex k, uk = 1 corresponding to γ must be in H2 (p, q), which
means β is consistent with the domain transfer event.
For the reconciliation cost we have C(α) = sol directly derived from the
gadget between evolutionary event cost on D and the arc weight Wp,q .

3.4

Iterative Linear Programming Solution

The problem of computing an optimal integral solution for an integer linear program is NP-hard [31] and rather than use an exact ILP solver, which would not
be scalable, we chose to use an iterative linear programming approach based on
solving a series of linear programming relaxations of the ILP formulation. This
approach is guaranteed to result in an optimal solution, but with no guarantee on
the number of iterations required to converge to an optimal solution. However, as
we discuss in detail in Section 3.6, we found that the number of iterations requited
to converge was very small in practice, making our approach highly scalable. Our
iterative linear programming approach can be described easily as follows:
1. Relax the ILP by removing the integrality constraint.
2. Let sol denote the objective function value obtained by solving the relaxed linear
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program, and let U = {k | k ∈ V (H2 ) and uk 6= 0}.
3. If |U | = 1, then return the solution of the relaxed linear program. Otherwise,
if |U | > 1, set sol as the lower bound.
4. For each k ∈ U , construct a DGS reconciliation that uses the fixed gene-species
mapping represented by k and compute its reconciliation cost. (This is doable
efficiently in polynomial time as shown in [36]). Keep track of the lowest reconciliation cost seen and use that to update the upper bound.
5. Remove each k ∈ U from the solution pool. This can be done by fixing uk = 0
for each k ∈ U .
6. Iteratively run the algorithm until the lower bound is no less than the upper
bound.
7. Output the DGS reconciliation that uses the fixed gene-species mapping represented by the vertex from H2 that yielded this upper bound.
This algorithm can also be easily extended to output all optimal gene-species
mappings, rather than just one. The correctness of this algorithm follows from
the claim below.
Claim 4. The iterative linear programming algorithm described above outputs an
optimal solution for the Γ-ODGS problem.
To prove the claim, it suffices to prove that the gene-species mapping represented by the vertex from H2 that yields the final upper bound must, in fact,
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be an optimal gene-species mapping for the Γ-ODGS problem. We represent this
vertex of H2 by k. Given any vertex x ∈ V (H2 ), let R(x) denote the minimum
DGS-reconciliation cost for the specific gene-species mapping represented by x.
We wish to show that k ∈ arg minx∈V (H2 ) R(x).
Suppose, for contradiction, that there exists a different vertex k ′ ∈ V (H2 )
for which R(k ′ ) < R(k). Now, it is not possible that k ′ was a element of U in
any of the iterations of the algorithm, since then the final upper bound would not
have been defined by vertex k. Thus, k ′ must have been part of the solution pool
in the final iteration of the algorithm. However, then the lower bound computed
in the final iteration using the LP relaxation would have been less than or equal
to R(k ′ ). During that final iteration, the upper bound was defined by vertex k
and so its value was R(k). Thus, in the final iteration, the lower bound would
have been strictly smaller than the upper bound. This is a contradiction, since
the algorithm only terminates when the lower bound becomes equal to or greater
than the upper bound.

3.5

Defining the search space

Γ

A critical component of our algorithmic strategy is to define the set of candidate
gene-species mappings, Γ, appropriately. This restriction on the space of possible
DGS-reconciliations serves two important purposes: To ensure that computed
DGS-reconciliations are biologically meaningful, and to limit the search space so
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that optimal solutions can be computed even for large input instances.
The main insight behind effective restriction of the search space is as follows.
Under the duplication-loss reconciliation model, the most parsimonious mapping
of a gene tree into a species tree is the unique Least Common Ancestor (LCA) mapping (also known as the Most Recent Common Ancestor (MRCA) mapping) [27].
A large deviation from the LCA mapping is highly implausible biologically and,
in most cases, we expect the gene-species mapping in a DGS-reconciliation to be
the LCA mapping itself. Even when the gene-species mapping deviates from the
LCA mapping, we expect most gene nodes to follow the LCA mapping. Indeed,
in DGS-reconciliation analysis of biological data [36], it was observed that 75%
of the domain families resulted in a DGS-reconciliation in which the gene-species
mapping was the LCA mapping, and in the remaining 25% of domain families
only an average of 1.8 nodes deviated from their LCA mapping.
This insight forms the basis for our procedure to define the restricted set of
gene-species mappings Γ. Specifically, for each problem instance, we identify up
to 10 gene nodes that could deviate from their LCA mappings, fix the remaining
gene nodes to their LCA mappings, and allow any of the (up to) 10 chosen nodes
to map to any node along the path from the root of the species tree to LCA
mapping for that node. This results in a large number of possible mappings.
The gene nodes to be chosen can be identified in various ways. For our
experiments, described in the next section, we ran the dynamic programming
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heuristic developed in [36] five times for each domain tree and identified all gene
nodes that deviated from their LCA mapping in either of the five resulting DGSreconciliations. If the number of identified gene nodes was less than or equal
to 10 then we chose all those gene nodes; otherwise, we sorted the five DGSreconciliations by their reconciliation costs and greedily chose only 10 gene nodes.
For domain trees where the gene trees had a total of less than 11 internal nodes,
we simply chose all internal nodes, effectively solving the (unrestricted) ODGS
problem for those domain trees. To assess if this strategy for identifying candidate gene nodes was effective, we tested our method on a subset of our data
set (described in the next section) that only contained domain trees of which the
corresponding gene trees had no more than 17 total leaf nodes. For the 1, 769 domain trees in this subset, we ran two versions of our ILP algorithm, one in which
Γ was restricted as described above, and another in which Γ was unrestricted, i.e.,
the (unrestricted) ODGS problem was solved exactly. We found that there were
only 3 domain families for which the unrestricted DGS-reconciliation was more
optimal.
An additional constraint. To further restrict the search space and impose
biological realism, we limited the number of domain-losses invoked at any domaintransfer event. Specifically, given a domain node d ∈ Θ and its two children d′
and d′′ such that (d, d′ ) ∈ Ξ, we restrict the distance between τ (d) and MD (d′ )
on the gene tree to be no more than 5 edges.
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3.6

Experimental Evaluation

For our analysis, we used a dataset of 3, 761 error-corrected and rooted domain
trees and 7, 165 rooted gene trees from 12 fly species. This dataset was first created
and used in [36] to evaluate the performance of the heuristic algorithm. The
domain trees and gene trees in this dataset were constructed and error-corrected
using state-of-the-art methods [36,62,63], and each gene tree contains at least one
domain present in the domain trees.
We applied our exact algorithm to all those domain trees that did not result
in more than 300, 000 vertices in the H1 graph representation and for which the
set of candidate gene-species mappings, i.e., |Γ|, was no greater than 500, 000.
This resulted in 3, 479 of the domain trees (i.e., 92.4% of the full dataset) being
analyzed using our exact algorithm. In this subset, the largest domain family
had 299 leaf nodes and the largest gene tree had 869 leaf nodes. Following [36],
G
D
D
we used event cost 1 for Ploss
and Ploss
, 2 for P∆G and P∆D , 4 for PΘ1
, and 6 for
D
. The set of candidate gene-species mappings, Γ, for each domain tree, was
PΘ2

computed using the methodology described in the previous section. We found
that the size of Γ, averaged across all domain trees, was 1, 038, with a low of 2
and a high of 82, 944.
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3.6.1

Results

Comparison with heuristic algorithm. To assess the impact of using our
new exact algorithm for DGS reconciliation, we compared its results against those
obtained by applying the current heuristic algorithm [36] on the same dataset. The
heuristic algorithm for DGS reconciliation uses dynamic programming to consider
candidate domain-gene reconciliations and adjusts the gene-species mapping as
necessary to accommodate the domain-transfer events required by the domaingene reconciliation. This heuristic has been shown to work well in practice, but
it is unable to guarantee any kind of optimality and only generates a single DGSreconciliations (even though there may be multiple equally optimal ones). It is also
susceptible to generating reconciliations that correspond to biologically unrealistic
scenarios.
In our comparative study, we focused on comparing the total
DGS-reconciliation costs and on the final gene-species mapping in the computed
DGS-reconciliations. We focus on only gene-species mappings simply because they
represent the most stable part of any DGS-reconciliation; domain-gene mappings
are much more variable (even for the same reconciliation cost) due to the presence of domain-transfer events. Furthermore, gene-species mappings are of great
biological utility and interest by themselves. In the following, we refer to our new
exact algorithm as the ILP algorithm and the heuristic algorithm as the dynamic
programming (DP) heuristic.
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We observed that the ILP algorithm outperformed the dynamic algorithm
for 264 (i.e., 7.6%) of the domain families in our dataset, resulting in an average
reduction of 9.4% in the DGS-reconciliation cost for these domain trees. Figure 3.3
shows the average DGS-reconciliation costs obtained with the ILP algorithm and
DP heuristic for different domain tree sizes. For these 264 domain trees, the ILP
algorithm and DP heuristic had an average of 1.82 and 1.81 nodes, respectively,
that deviated from their LCA mappings. However, the two algorithms almost
always chose different nodes to deviate from their LCA mappings. Thus, using
the ILP algorithm has a significant impact on inferring DGS reconciliations.
In contrast, the DP heuristic, which places no restriction on the gene-species
mapping, produced more optimal reconciliations for only 9 of the domain trees.
In addition, we found that the ILP algorithm was unable to find a valid DGSreconciliation for 6 domain trees; this can happen when none of the gene-species
mappings in the search space Γ for a domain tree is consistent with one or more
“required” domain-transfer events on that domain tree. Thus, the ILP algorithm
finds either better or equally optimal DGS-reconciliations for 3, 464 out of the
3, 479 domain trees. This strongly suggests that even with the restriction on allowed gene-species mappings, Γ, our ILP algorithm for the Γ-OGTR problem likely
recovers optimal solutions for the (unrestricted) OGTR problem. Stated differently, optimal solutions for the OGTR problem appear to be biologically plausible
in most cases, further justifying our formulation and exact solution of the Γ-OGTR
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problem. Interestingly, we found that in all 9 instances when the DP heuristic
performed better, our “additional constraint” on the number of domain-losses at
any domain-transfer event (described in the previous section) was violated. This
indicates that the DP heuristic can sometimes compute DGS reconciliations that
are not biologically plausible even when more biologically plausible solutions exist.
Overall, we found that application of the ILP algorithm resulted in 786 (i.e.,
22.6%) of the domain trees deviating from the LCA gene-species mapping.

Fig. 3.3: Distribution of average improvement in DGS-reconciliation cost for the
264 domain trees where the ILP algorithm outperformed the DP heuristic.

Prevalence of multiple optima. The ILP algorithm is able to compute all
optimal gene-species mappings. Since multiple optima represent equally optimal
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alternative evolutionary scenarios it is important to take multiple optima into
account when interpreting the results of any reconciliation method, e.g. [5,49]. On
our dataset, we found that 79 domain trees had multiple optima, with an average
of 2.1 optimal gene-species reconciliations across these domain trees. Surprisingly,
we noticed that the prevalence of multiple optima did not depend on the size of
the domain tree or the size of Γ. Since the domain trees and gene trees in our
dataset have a wide range of sizes, for different domain trees, the size of Γ varies
from a low of 2 to a high of 82, 944. As figure 3.4 shows, the average number
of optimal gene-species reconciliation for the 3, 479 domain trees remains fairly
constant at approximately 1.02 even across most different sizes of the set Γ.
Overall, these results suggest that a sizeable fraction of domain trees give
rise to multiple optimal gene-species reconciliations and that explicitly considering
these multiple optima may be important for proper biological interpretation of
the results. On the other hand, the results also demonstrate that the DGSreconciliation model is surprisingly resistant to the presence of multiple optimal
gene-species mappings.

3.6.2

Running time and scalability

We ran our algorithm using a single core on a Linux server with a 2.1 GHz Intel
Xeon processor and 64 GB of main memory. To solve the linear programming
problems we used the well-known LP solver CPLEX (free for academic use). As
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Fig. 3.4: Average number of optimal gene-species reconciliations for the 3, 479
domain trees in the data set across different sizes of the search space
Γ.
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Figure 3.5 shows, the running time of our algorithm increases roughly linearly
with domain size. Overall, our exact algorithm is remarkably scalable and, as
mentioned previously, we were able to analyze 92.4% of the full dataset (3, 479 out
of 3, 761 domain trees) using this algorithm when the set of candidate gene-species
mappings, Γ, was restricted as defined earlier. Even on domain trees with over 150
leaves, the algorithm required less than 6 minutes of running time on average. The
largest domain family we analyzed had 299 leaf nodes and the largest gene tree
had 869 leaf nodes. However, there were also several much smaller domain trees
that we were unable to analyze. For example, of the 2, 718 domain trees with at
most 30 leaf nodes, we were unable to analyze 8. The time and space complexity
of our approach in practice depends not only on the sizes of the domain tree and
gene trees but also on the level of discordance between them. In particular, the
sizes of the graphs H1 and H2 can increase rapidly as the topology of the domain
tree becomes more and more “inconsistent” with that of its gene trees, leading
to a large number of constraints in the ILP formulation. Still, as these results on
real biological data show, the ILP algorithm runs very efficiently in most cases.
A detailed complexity analysis can be found in the next section.

3.6.3

Complexity Analysis

Given D, G, S, and Γ, we first bound the time required to construct the specific
integer linear programming model (objective function and all constraints) and
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then discuss the time complexity of our iterative linear programming solution.
Let δ = |V (D)|, γ = |V (G)|, and σ = |V (S)|.
Constructing the ILP model. To construct the ILP model, we first construct the
network component H1 . Observe that H1 contains at most δγ 2 domain vertices.
And by definition each domain vertex p = dl,r
i ∈ V (H1 ) has at most k · γ gene
i
vertices of form gj,R
associated with it, where k defines the maximum number of

losses along any domain-transfer edge in the domain tree. Recall the motivation
of adding gene vertexes in the very beginning, the only purpose of a gene vertex
is to uniquely identify the “local scenario” in which both the mapping j and the
recipient R(in a domain transfer case) matters. However, it is not necessary to
record the actual recipients for every single domain vertex to make a gene node
functional. Instead, we use the offset of distance between the recipient R and
the actual mapping τ (i) to uniquely identify the recipient. The benefit of such a
strategy is that we don’t need to put every possible recipient into the graph, but
make the gene vertexes merged together as new gene vertexes so different domain
vertexes can share. Each of the merged gene vertex represents the mapping for
domain node i, and a offset indicating the distance between R and the actual
mapping τ (i). As a result, only k · γ gene vertexes are needed for each domain
node i. Thus |V (H1 )| = O(δγ 2 ). Now, each gene vertex connects to at most γ 2
domain vertices and each domain vertex connects to at most k · γ gene vertices.
The source and sink vertices connect to at most δ and k · γ vertices, respectively.
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As a result, E(H1 ) = O(δγ 3 ).
H1 can be constructed using Algorithm Construct-H1 in following steps:
1. Add domain vertexes of form dl,r
i corresponding to domain node i, and let
i′ ,i′′ be the two children of i through this entire section of complexity analysis. Since leaf domain nodes have only one representative in H1 , we safely
conclude that the number of domain vertexes corresponding to domain node
i is O(γ 2 ). And for each domain vertex p of form dl,r
i it need constant time
to verify if p is a valid domain vertex by checking if any gene vertexes of
′

′′

i
i
form gl,R
existing in H1 . (line 2 in the algorithm)
and gr,R

i
2. Add gene vertexes of form gj,R
corresponding to domain node i. As discussed

before, there are at most k · γ such gene vertexes. (line 3 in the algorithm)
3. For each domain vertex p of form dl,r
i , where i is an internal node, link the
′

′′

i
i
gene vertexes of form gl,R
and gl,R
to p. This can be done in O(k · γ) time.

Thus in total O(δγ) time for a domain node i. (line 6)
4. For each domain vertex p of form dl,r
i , where i is an internal node, link p
i
to any gene vertexes of form gj,R
which is considered valid by the algorithm
i
Construct-H1 . To verify if a gene vertex gj,R
is valid for the given domain

vertex p, one need to check out if the corresponding “local” scenario is
satisfying the definition of DGS reconciliation. This can be done in constant
time with a proper implementation(each gene node knows its ancestors).
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(line 7,8)
5. For each leaf domain vertexes, only one edge needs to be added.
Summing over above, we have at most O(δγ 2 ) domain vertexes and at most
O(δγ) gene vertexes to be added. In total line 6 needs O(δγ) time and line 7 and
8 need O(δγ 2 ) time. Thus constructing H1 needs O(δγ 2 ) time.
Given the network H1 (represented in an adjacency list format), we can use
the bounds on the size of H1 to bound the time complexity of generating the
objective function and all constraints in the ILP model.
1. Objective function: The weight W(p, q) of any edge (p, q) ∈ E(H1 ) can be
constructed in constant time per edge after some simple preprocessing of
the domain and gene trees, and the gene-species reconciliation cost C(k) for
any vertex k ∈ V (H2 ) can be computed in O(γ + σ)-time using the classical
duplication-loss reconciliation model. Recall that V (H2 ) corresponds to the
gene-species mappings contained in Γ, and so |V (H2 )| = |Γ|. Thus, the time
required to generate the objective function is O(|E(H1 )| + (γ + σ) × |V (H2 )|
which is O(δγ 3 + (γ + σ) × |Γ|).
2. Constraints from Equation 3.2: There are k · δγ gene vertices in H1 , and
each of these gene vertices has O(γ 2 ) incoming and O(γ 2 ) outgoing edges.
These constraints can therefore be generated in O(δγ 3 ) total time.
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3. Constraints from Equation 4.1: There are O(δγ 2 ) domain vertices in H1 ,
and each of these domain vertices has O(γ) incoming and O(γ) outgoing
edges. These constraints can therefore be generated in O(δγ 3 ) total time.
4. Constraints from Equation 3.4: These are easily generated in O(δ)-time
since there are only O(δ) domain vertices of the form d0,0
and each such
i
vertex has only one outgoing edge.
5. Constraints from Equation 3.5: There are O(δγ 2 ) domain vertices in H1 , and
for each such domain vertex, Equation 3.5 requires summing over O(k · γ)
edges of H1 . These constraints can therefore be generated in O(δγ 3 ) total
time.
6. Constraints from Equation 3.6: This constraint is easily generated in O(|V (H2 )|,
i.e. O(|Γ|), time.
7. Constraints from Equation 3.8: To generate this constraint we need to comi
, recall the way we
pute H2 (p, q) for each (p, q) ∈ E(H1 ). Let q = gj,R

defined H2 (p, q), it’s essentially all the reconciliations in which the j and R
map to the same species node if (p, q) indicates a domain transfer event. Or
H2 (p, q) = V (H2 ) if (p, q) is not a transfer event. Thus finding all reconciliations consistent with (p, q) is equivalent to finding all reconciliations where
j and R map to the same species node.
To generate all H( p, q) for every edge (p, q) ∈ V (H1 ), we first make γ 2 bins.
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Each bin is denoted as B(j, R), representing all the reconciliations in which
j and R map to the same species node. Moreover, instead of generating
B(j, R) for each gene node pair (j, R) we use B(j, R) = V (H2 ) − B̄(j, R).
First iterate through H2 and for each vertex x ∈ V (H2 ), we compute all
gene node pairs (j, R) such that j and R are not mapping to the same
species node in the reconciliation indicated by x. And put x into B̄(j, R)
for each pair (j, R). This step can be done in O(γ|V (H2 )|) because only a
constant number of gene nodes can be deviated from their LCA mappings,
and we only need to check all gene node pairs which contains at least one
of such gene nodes. Thus the maximum number of node pairs is O(γ).
As for checking if j, R map to the same species node in x, only constant
time is needed with a proper data structure storing x(can directly query the
i
mapping of a gene node). Next for each edge (p, q) ∈ E(H1 ) where q = gj,R

we directly query B(j, R). Note B(j, R) is not O(1) in size, however, here
we merely writing down the constraints so B(j, R) can be considered as a
long string which needs O(1) time to query. Thus equation 3.8 can be done
in O(γ|V (H2 )|) with a proper implementation.
The ILP model can thus be constructed in a total of O(δγ 3 + γ 2 |Γ|) time.
The total time required by the iterative linear programming algorithm depends on the time t required by any single run of the LP solver on our problem
instances, the upper bound µ on the size of set U in any iteration, and the total
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number of iterations ν. In the iterative linear programming algorithm described
in section 3.4, in step 4 for each k ∈ U we construct a DGS reconciliation that
uses the fixed gene to species mapping represented by k. This can be achieved
by using the linear programming model with an extra constraint says uk = 1.
This extra constraint needs to be removed right after the upper bound is computed. Comparing to solving the model, the time to add or remove a constraint
can be considered in O(1). The total runtime of the iterative linear programming
algorithm is therefore O(νµt).
Thus, overall, our algorithm has a total time complexity of O(δγ 3 + γ|Γ|) +
νµt).
We also observed that the iterated linear programming algorithm almost
always converged to the optimal solution in a very small number of iterations.
For the 3, 479 domain trees in our dataset, the average number of iterations was
only 1.22, with the optimal solution identified in only a single iteration for a
majority of the domain trees. Furthermore, the number of iterations was ten or
greater for only 45 of the domain families. This shows that our iterated linear
programming technique for solving the ILP formulation is extremely effective in
practice.
For the unrestricted version of the problem, where Γ contains all possible
gene-species mappings, we were still able to compute exact solutions (but with
the additional constraint on domain-losses) for the 1, 764 domain trees whose gene
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trees had up to 17 total leaf nodes. Analyzing the trees in this subset took an
average of only 1.98 seconds per tree, with a maximum of 6 minutes for one of the
trees.

Fig. 3.5: Average running times of the ILP algorithm and DP heuristic across
different domain tree sizes. The size of a domain tree is the number of
leaves in that domain tree.

3.7

Discussion and Conclusion

In this work, we have introduced the first exact algorithm for the NP-hard DGSreconciliation problem. Our exact algorithm uses an integer linear programming
formulation of the problem, which we then solve using an iterative algorithm based
on solving a series of linear programming relaxations of the original ILP. Our exact
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algorithm has several important advantages over the current heuristic algorithm.
First, it can compute optimal DGS-reconciliations. Second, it makes it easy to
impose restrictions on allowable gene-species mappings, which makes it possible to
restrict the space of candidate DGS-reconciliations to those that are biologically
meaningful. And third, it outputs all optimal DGS-reconciliations in the restricted
or unrestricted search space. Instead of using an ILP solver to directly solve
the ILP formulation, which would work for only small problem instances, we
developed an iterative algorithm based on solving a series of linear programming
relaxations of the original ILP. This iterative algorithm is guaranteed to solve the
ILP formulation exactly, and is often scalable even to domain trees with hundreds
of leaves.
Our exact algorithm can be used in several different ways: (i) it can be
used to compute exact solutions under a biologically meaningful restriction of the
search space, (ii) it can be used to improve the results of the heuristic algorithm
by including the heuristic solution in the set of candidate gene-species mappings
Γ, and (iii) it can be used without any restrictions on the search space (by including all possible gene-species mappings in Γ, to compute exact solutions for
the ODGS problem when the input instances are small. A comparison of results
from our exact algorithm and from the heuristic algorithm shows that the exact
algorithm is able to frequently outperform the heuristic even when the search
space (defined by Γ) is restricted, and that a significant number of domain trees
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have non-unique optimal gene-species mappings. It also shows that when input
instances are too large for the exact algorithm, the heuristic offers a good tradeoff
between scalability and accuracy.
A limitation of the existing DGS reconciliation framework and our ILP algorithm is that they reconcile each domain tree independently. Since a single gene
family often contains multiple domains, it would be useful to extended the DGS
reconciliation framework and ILP approach to simultaneously reconcile multiple
domain trees with multiple gene trees and species tree. It would also be very
informative to systematically assess the accuracy, strengths, and weaknesses of
the DGS reconciliation framework using realistic simulated data.
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Chapter 4

Simultaneous Multi-Domain-Multi-Gene Reconciliation
under the Domain-Gene-Species Reconciliation Model

At the end of chapter 3 we discussed the limitation of DGS reconciliation model.
Namely only a single domain family is considered instead of multiple domain families evolving inside multiple gene families. In this chapter, we address this issue
by extending the DGS reconciliation model to simultaneously reconcile a set of
domain trees, a set of gene trees, and a species tree. The new model, which we call
the multi-DGS (mDGS) reconciliation model, produces a consistent joint reconciliation showing the evolution of each domain tree in its corresponding gene trees
and the evolution of each gene tree inside the species tree. We formalize the mDGS
reconciliation framework and define the associated computational problem, provide a heuristic algorithm for estimating optimal mDGS reconciliations (both the
DGS and mDGS reconciliation problems are NP-hard), and apply our algorithm
to a large dataset of over 3, 800 domain trees and over 7, 100 gene trees from 12
fly species. Our analysis of this dataset reveals interesting underlying patterns of
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co-occurence of domains and genes, demonstrates the importance of mDGS reconciliation, and shows that the proposed heuristic is effective at estimating optimal
mDGS reconciliations.

4.1

Introduction

Most eukaryotic genes are known to contain one or more protein domains [18, 29]
and it is well understood that the domain content of genes can change over time
due to evolutionary events such as domain duplications, transfers, or losses [41].
Changes in the domain content of genes have important functional consequences [58,
59] and it is therefore important to reconstruct the history of these changes in the
evolution of gene families. Several methods have been developed for studying the
evolution of domain families (or domain trees), but these methods either do not
take gene trees into account [8, 61, 64] or do not account for the inter-dependence
of domain, gene, and species level evolution [54].
The recently developed Domain-Gene-Species (DGS) reconciliation framework [36], which jointly models the evolution of a domain family inside one or
more gene families and the evolution of those gene families inside a species tree,
represents one of the most powerful computational techniques for reconstructing detailed histories of domain and gene family evolution in eukaryotic species.
However, the DGS reconciliation framework allows for the reconciliation of only
a single domain tree (representing a single domain family present in one or more
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gene families from the species under consideration) at a time, i.e., each domain
tree is reconciled separately without consideration of any other domain families
that might be present in the gene trees under consideration. This poses a problem
since many gene families (or gene trees) have multiple protein domains; specifically, solving the DGS reconciliation problem on different domain trees that are
represented in the same gene tree can yield conflicting reconciliations for that gene
tree with the species tree.
Our contributions. In this work, we address this problem by extending the
DGS reconciliation model to simultaneously reconcile a set of domain trees, a set
of gene trees, and a species tree. The new model, which we call the multi-DGS
(mDGS) reconciliation model, produces a consistent joint reconciliation showing
the evolution of each domain tree in its corresponding gene trees and the evolution
of each gene tree inside the species tree. We formalize the mDGS reconciliation
framework and define the associated computational problem, provide a heuristic algorithm for estimating optimal mDGS reconciliations (both the DGS and
mDGS reconciliation problems are NP-hard), and apply our algorithm to a large
dataset of over 3, 800 domain trees and over 7, 100 gene trees from 12 fly species.
Our experimental results demonstrate the importance of mDGS reconciliation and
show that the proposed heuristic is effective at estimating optimal mDGS reconciliations. We also develop a technique to further improve the accuracy of mDGS
reconciliation by using appropriately chosen subsets of the domain and gene trees
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under consideration and provide a clustering algorithm to find such subsets. An
implementation of our heuristic for mDGS reconciliation is available freely from
https://compbio.engr.uconn.edu/software/seadog/.

4.2

Definitions and Preliminaries

We follow the notation and basic definitions from [36, 36].
Preliminaries. Throughout this manuscript, the term tree refers to rooted binary
trees. Given a tree T , we denote its node, edge, and leaf sets by V (T ), E(T ), and
Le(T ) respectively. The root node of T is denoted by rt(T ), the parent of a node
v ∈ V (T ) by paT (v), its set of children by ChT (v), and the (maximal) subtree of
T rooted at v by T (v). The set of internal nodes of T , denoted I(T ), is defined
to be V (T ) \ Le(T ). We define ≤T to be the partial order on V (T ) where x ≤T y
if y is a node on the path between rt(T ) and x. The partial order ≥T is defined
analogously, i.e., x ≥T y if x is a node on the path between rt(T ) and y. We say
that y is an ancestor of x, or that x is a descendant of y, if x ≤T y (note that,
under this definition, every node is a descendant as well as ancestor of itself).
We say that x and y are incomparable if neither x ≤T y nor y ≤T x. Given a
non-empty subset L ⊆ Le(T ), we denote by lcaT (L) the least common ancestor
(LCA) of all the leaves in L in tree T ; i.e., lcaT (L) is the unique smallest upper
bound of L under ≤T .
The input for mDGS reconciliation is a collection of domain trees D, a
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collection of gene trees G, and a species tree S. The species tree is a tree showing
the evolutionary history for a chosen set of species. Each gene tree is a tree
showing the evolutionary history for a set of genes related by common ancestry,
called a gene family, restricted to the species represented in the species tree.
Similarly, a domain tree shows the evolutionary history of a set of domains related
by common ancestry, called a domain family, restricted to the species present in
the species tree. For mDGS reconciliation, we require that the collections D and
G be “complete”, in the sense that all gene families represented in any domain tree
from D should be present as a gene tree in G and all domain families represented
in any gene tree of G should be present as a domain tree in D. We refer to any
such “complete” pair of collections D and G as a DG-group. Essentially, a DGgroup can be viewed as a connected component in a bipartite graph where the
node set corresponds to all domain families and all gene families present in the
species under consideration and an edge connects a domain family node and a
gene family node if a domain from that domain family exists in a gene from that
gene family.
As in DGS reconciliation [36, 36], each leaf in a gene tree is labeled by the
species from which that leaf (gene) was sampled. Similarly, each leaf in a domain
tree is labeled with the gene from which that leaf (domain) was taken. This defines
a leaf-to-leaf mapping from the domain trees to the gene trees, and from the gene
trees to the species tree. Since a gene may have multiple domains, there may
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be multiple domains (possibly from different domain trees) mapping to the same
gene. Similarly, since domains from the same domain family may be present in
multiple gene families, different leaves of a single domain tree may map to genes
from different gene families.
For convenience, we extend the notions of the leaf set, vertex set, and
edge set of a tree as follows: Le(G) = ∪G∈G Le(G), V (G) = ∪G∈G V (G), and
E(G) = ∪G∈G E(G). And Le(D) = ∪D∈D Le(D), V (D) = ∪D∈D V (D), and E(D) =
∪D∈D E(D).
mDGS reconciliation. The multi-Domain-Gene-Species (mDGS) reconciliation
model defines what constitutes a valid joint reconciliation of the given gene trees
with the species tree and of the given domain trees with the gene trees. As with
DGS reconciliation, mDGS reconciliation models the primary evolutionary events
that shape gene family evolution in multicellular eukaryotes: speciation, gene
duplication, and gene loss. Similarly, the reconciliation of a domain tree with one
or more gene trees models the elementary evolutionary events that shape domain
family evolution within genes: co-divergence, domain transfer, domain duplication,
and domain loss. Formally:
Definition 4.2.1 (mDGS-reconciliation [36]). Given a collection of domain trees
D and a collection of gene trees G that form a DG-group, and given a species tree
S and leaf-mappings LD : Le(D) → Le(G) and LG : Le(G) → Le(S), an mDGS
reconciliation for D, G, and S is a nine-tuple hMD , MG , ΣD , ΣG , ∆D , ∆G , Θ, Ξ, τ i,
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where MD : V (D) → V (G) and MG : V (G) → V (S) map each node of D to a
node from G and each node from G to a node of S, respectively, the sets ΣD , ∆D ,
and Θ partition I(D) into co-divergence, domain-duplication, and domain-transfer
nodes, respectively, the sets ΣG and ∆G partition I(G) into speciation and geneduplication nodes, respectively, Ξ is a subset of domain tree edges that represent
domain-transfer events, and τ : Θ → V (G) specifies the recipient gene for each
domain-transfer event, subject to:
Gene-Species constraints:
1. If g ∈ Le(G), then MG (g) = LG (g).
2. If g ∈ I(G) and g ′ and g ′′ denote the children of g, then,
(a) MG (g) ≥S lca(M G (g ′ ), M G (g ′′ )),
(b) g ∈ ΣG if and only if MG (g) = lca(MG (g ′ ), MG (g ′′ )) and MG (g ′ ) and MG (g ′′ )
are incomparable,
(c) g ∈ ∆G only if MG (g) ≥S lca(MG (g ′ ), MG (g ′′ )).
Domain-Gene constraints:
3. If d ∈ Le(D), then MD (d) = LD (d).
4. If d ∈ I(D) and d′ and d′′ denote the children of d, then,
(a) MD (d) 6<G MD (d′ ) and MD (d) 6<G MD (d′′ ),
(b) At least one of MD (d′ ) and MD (d′′ ) is a descendant of MD (d) (in the same
gene tree).
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5. Given any edge (d, d′ ) ∈ E(D), (d, d′ ) ∈ Ξ if and only if MD (d) and MD (d′ )
are in different gene trees or incomparable in the same gene tree.
6. If d ∈ I(D) and d′ and d′′ denote the children of d, then,
(a) d ∈ ΣD if and only if MD (d) = lca(MD (d′ ), MD (d′′ )) (in the same gene tree)
and MD (d′ ) and MD (d′′ ) are incomparable,
(b) d ∈ ∆D only if MD (d) ≥G lca(MD (d′ ), MD (d′′ )) (in the same gene tree),
(c) d ∈ Θ if and only if either (d, d′ ) ∈ Ξ or (d, d′′ ) ∈ Ξ.
(d) If d ∈ Θ and (d, d′ ) ∈ Ξ, then MD (d) and τ (d) must either be in different
gene trees or incomparable in the same gene tree, MG (MD (d)) = MG (τ (d)),
and MD (d′ ) ≤G τ (d).
Constraints 1 and 2 above apply to the reconciliation of the gene trees with
the species tree and are based on the classical Duplication-Loss model [25, 43]
extended to allow suboptimal gene-species reconciliations. Constraints 3, 4, 5, and
6 apply to the reconciliation of the domain tree with the gene trees. Overall, the
mDGS reconciliation model is nearly identical to the DGS reconciliation model [36,
36], except that we reconcile multiple domain trees instead of just one. We refer
the reader to [36] for a detailed explanation of the underlying model and of each
constraint. Figure 4.1 shows an example of a valid mDGS reconciliation.
We point out that the interdependence between domain-gene and genespecies reconciliations stems from Constraint 6d, which specifies which genes may
be designated as the recipient gene for any given domain-transfer event. In the
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Fig. 4.1: The figure shows an mDGS reconciliation for two domain trees, two
gene trees, and a species tree. In the gene-species reconciliation, a
gene-duplication event (marked by the blue square) is invoked at the
root of gene tree 1 while all other internal nodes of the gene trees
represent speciation events. In the domain-gene reconciliation, two
domain transfer events are invoked at the nodes with the orange star,
and duplication event is invoked at the node with the orange. The
bolded edges in the domain trees represent the domain-transfer edges;
in both domain trees the domains are copied from gene tree 1 to gene
tree 2. As required by the model, for both transfer events, the donor
gene and recipient gene both map to the same species tree node.
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absence of horizontal gene transfer, the transfer of a domain from one gene to
another can only happen within the same genome. Thus, Constraint 6d explicitly
enforces that the donor gene and recipient gene for any domain transfer event
must map to the same species in the species tree. It is this relationship between
gene-species mappings and domain-transfer events that necessitates the computation of a joint reconciliation, so that one cannot simply compute optimal DGS
or mDGS reconciliations by optimizing domain-gene and gene-species reconciliations independently. It is also important to note that mDGS reconciliation is not
a direct generalization of the DGS problem since mDGS reconciliation requires
D and G to form a DG-group. Valid input instances for DGS reconciliation may
therefore not be valid input instances for mDGS reconciiliation. In the remainder
of this paper we assume that D and G form a DG-group.
We define a parsimony based problem formulation for finding an optimal
mDGS reconciliation. Thus, each evolutionary event other than speciation and
co-divergence is assigned a positive cost, and the computational objective is to
G
find an mDGS reconciliation of minimum total cost. P∆G and Ploss
denote the
G
denote domaingene-duplication and gene-loss costs, while P∆D , PΘD , and Ploss

duplication, domain-transfer, and domain-loss costs. The model allows for the
D
D
use of two separate costs PΘ1
and PΘ2
instead of a single PΘD , so that a distinction

can be made between domain transfers that remain within the same gene family
from those that cross gene family boundaries.
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Definition 4.2.2 (Reconciliation cost). Given an mDGS reconciliation α, the
reconciliation cost for α is the total cost of all events invoked by α.
Note that, while domain-duplication, domain-transfer, and gene-duplication
events are directly specified in the mDGS reconciliation, domain-losses and genelosses are not. However, given an mDGS reconciliation, one can directly count the
minimum number of gene-losses and domain-losses implied by the reconciliation
as shown in [36].
The goal is to find a reconciliation with minimum reconciliation cost. Formally:
Definition 4.2.3 (Optimal mDGS Reconciliation Problem). Given D, G and S,
G
D
D
D
along with P∆G , Ploss
, P∆D , PΘ1
, PΘ2
, and Ploss
, the Optimal mDGS Reconcilia-

tion problem is to find an mDGS reconciliation for D, G and S with minimum
reconciliation cost.
The NP-hardness of the optimal mDGS reconciliation problem follows from
the NP-hardness proof for optimal DGS reconciliation [36]. Specifically, even
though mDGS reconciliation is not a direct generalization of DGS reconciliation,
the gadget used in [36] yields a valid input instance (i.e., the domain tree and gene
trees form a DG-group) for the optimal mDGS reconciliation problem as well.
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4.3

A heuristic for optimal mDGS reconciliation problem

Algorithms for DGS reconciliation cannot be used for computing mDGS reconciliations due to differences in the problem formulation and final objective. However,
optimal DGS reconciliations may still serve as a good starting point for computing optimal mDGS reconciliations (we demonstrate this later in our experiments).
Our proposed heuristic is based on this idea and we show how to modify an existing algorithm for DGS reconciliation to estimate optimal mDGS reconciliations.
Currently, two algorithms exist for DGS reconciliation problem: An efficient
dynamic programming based heuristic algorithm from [36], and an exact integer
linear programming (ILP) based algorithm from [36]. Since, problem instances for
mDGS recnciliation are generally much larger (more domain trees and gene trees)
than those for DGS reconciliation, the exact ILP based algorithm is not wellsuited. We therefore focused on extending the efficient dynamic programming
based heuristic algorithm from [36] which has also been previously shown to compute optimal DGS reconciliations (i.e., same as those computed using the exact
ILP approach) in the vast majority of test cases [36]. We will refer to this dynamic
programming heuristic as the DGS-algorithm. We refer the reader to [36] for a
complete description of the DGS-algorithm; however, for the current discussion
it suffices to view it as a black box that estimates optimal DGS reconciliations.
The DGS-algorithm takes as input a single domain tree D, set of associated gene
trees G, and a species tree S for the species under consideration. The output of
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the algorithm is a domain-gene reconciliation of D with G and gene-species reconciliations for each G ∈ G with S (with the domain-gene reconciliation satisfying
the constraints imposed on it by the gene-species reconciliations, and vice versa).
Observe that algorithms for DGS reconciliation cannot be used for computing mDGS reconciliations since reconciling each domain tree of D individually
may lead to conflicting gene-species reconciliations for one or more gene trees.
This is illustrated by the DGS reconciliations shown in Figure 4.2, which shows
the two separate DGS reconciliations for the two domain trees from Figure 4.1. As
shown in Figure A1, DGS reconciliations for the two domain trees assign different
mappings for the parent of node C2 in gene tree 2.

Fig. 4.2: DGS reconciliations for the two domain trees of Figure 1 with the same
two gene trees and species tree. Observe that the two DGS reconciliations assign conflicting mappings to the parent of node C2 in gene
tree 2. All other gene tree nodes are assigned the same mapping under
both DGS reconciliations. Conflicts such as these can not arise under
mDGS reconciliation.
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Our heuristic for mDGS reconciliation, which we will refer to as the mDGSalgorithm, identifies such conflicts and resolves them. In particular, it preserves
the domain-gene reconciliations inferred through DGS reconciliation, but adjusts
any conflicting gene-species mappings to create a single gene-species mapping for
each gene tree. Before we describe the algorithm in detail, we need the following
notation: Given any gene tree G ∈ G, let DG be the set containing those domain
trees from D that are represented in G. Analogously, given any domain tree
D ∈ D, let GD denote the set containing exactly those gene trees from G that are
represented in D.
mDGS-algorithm (D, G, S, LD , LG )
1. For each domain tree D ∈ D
(a) Run DGS-algorithm(D, GD , S, LD , LGD ). This yields a gene-species mapping for each G ∈ GD .
2. For each gene tree G ∈ G
(a) Consider the (up to) |DG | different gene-species mapping for G generG
ated above. Let these mapping be denoted by MG
1 , . . . , M|DG | .

(b) For each g ∈ I(G) in post order, let


G
MG (g) = lca MG (g ′ ), MG (g ′′ ), MG
(g),
.
.
.
,
M
(g)
, where g ′ and
1
|DG |
g ′′ denote the two children of g ∈ V (G).
3. For each domain tree D ∈ D
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(a) For each transfer event d in a post-order traversal of D
i. Let g and g ′ denote the donor and recipient gene nodes for the
transfer event at d, and let G and G′ denote the gene trees containing g and g ′ , respectively.
′

ii. If MG (g) 6= MG (g ′ ) then

′
′
MG (g) = MG (g ′ ) = lca MG (g), MG (g ′ ) .
4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 above until no further changes are made to MG .
5. Return the domain-gene reconciliation for each D ∈ D as computed in Step
1, and the gene-species reconciliation MG for each G ∈ G as computed
above.
It is easy to see that this heuristic is guaranteed to yield a valid mDGS
reconciliation. It is also not difficult to show that, after the initial runs of DGSalgorithm in Step 1, the heuristic above requires no more than O((m×n×| Le(S)|)
time, where m is the total number of leaves in all domain trees of D and n is the
total number of leaves in all gene trees of G. We found the heuristic to be very
efficient in practice, requiring less than an hour to run on our entire dataset of
3, 847 domain trees and 7, 165 gene trees from 12 species (described in the next
section) using a single core on a desktop computer.
Empirical justification. Observe that the mDGS-algorithm resolves conflicts
by simply taking their least common ancestor in case of conflicting mappings
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for the same gene node. Despite its simplicity, this algorithm is expected to
work well if (i) the number of gene nodes that are assigned conflicting mappings
under different domain trees is small, and/or (ii) for the gene nodes that do have
conflicting mappings, those conflicting mappings are close together on the species
tree. This is exactly what we find in our empirical data analysis. Specifically, we
find that different domain trees are remarkably consistent in their gene-species
mappings under DGS reconciliation and only a very small fraction of gene nodes
had conflicting mappings that had to be resolved by the mDGS-algorithm. These
results appear in the next section.

4.4

Experiments and Results

Dataset. To experimentally study the impact of using mDGS reconciliation
instead of DGS reconciliation, we used a biological dataset of 3, 847 rooted domain
trees and 7, 165 rooted gene trees from 12 fly species. This dataset was first created
and used in [36] to evaluate the performance of the heuristic algorithm for DGS
reconciliation and was subsequently also used in [36]. The domain trees and gene
trees in this dataset were constructed and error-corrected using state-of-the-art
methods [36, 62], and each gene tree contains at least one domain present in the
domain trees. On average, each gene in the dataset contains 1.4 domains, each
gene family contains 1.68 domain families, and each domain family is associated
with 2.93 gene families.
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Structure of DG-groups. We first computed all DG-groups on our dataset
and studied their structural properties. We found that the 3, 847 domain trees
and 7, 165 gene trees could be partitioned into 2, 010 DG-groups. Among these,
1, 241 DG-groups consist of a single domain tree and single gene tree, and 386
DG-groups has a single domain tree but at least two gene trees. Note that, for
these two types of DG-groups, using mDGS reconciliation is the same as using
DGS reconciliation. The remaining 383 DG-groups each had multiple domain
trees and we refer to these as complex DG-groups. Among the 383 complex DGgroups, 149 had a single gene tree and 234 had multiple gene trees. One of the
complex DG-groups is extremely large and contains 1, 205 domain trees and 2, 394
gene trees, constituting almost one-third of the entire dataset. For the remaining
382 complex DG-groups the average number of domain and gene trees is 2.74 and
2.85, respectively, with the largest DG-group having 15 domain trees and 23 gene
trees.
Among the 2, 220 domain trees in the 383 complex DG-groups, 1, 032 evolve
inside only one gene tree and the others in multiple gene trees, including 239 that
evolve inside more than five. Likewise, among the 3418 gene trees in these DGgroups, 1, 823 are associated with only one domain tree, 1, 061 with two, and only
61 gene trees are associated with more than 5 domain trees.
Impact of mDGS reconciliation. We applied our mDGS-algorithm on the
383 complex DG-groups and compared the resulting gene-species reconciliations
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with those inferred through DGS reconciliation. We observed that gene-species
mappings inferred through DGS reconciliation are highly consistent in general, but
that there are several gene nodes for which different domain trees imply conflicting
gene-species mappings. Overall, we found there were 12, 201 internal gene tree
nodes that were assigned gene-species mappings by at least two domain trees, and
among these gene nodes 148 were assigned conflicting mappings. Thus, only a
small fraction of the total of 66, 854 internal gene tree nodes present in the 383
complex DG-groups were assigned conflicting mappings. This shows that, in the
vast majority of cases, optimal mDGS reconciliations are composed of optimal
DGS reconciliations.
We also found that the mDGS-algorithm rectified these conflicts without
significantly increasing the total gene-species reconciliation cost or significantly
affecting other conflict-free gene-species mappings. Specifically, in the largest DGgroup the total gene-species reconciliation cost for the 2, 394 gene trees increased
by only 4.6% compared to DGS reconciliation, and total number of gene nodes
that deviate from their LCA (least common ancestor) mapping increased by only
294 (increased from 501 to 795) among a total of 46, 693 total internal gene nodes.
These are very small numbers considering that there are 6, 577 domain transfer
events in the largest DG-group. Similarly, in the remaining 382 DG-groups, the
total gene-species reconciliation cost for the 1, 024 gene trees increased by only
3.47% compared to DGS reconciliation, and total number of gene nodes that
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deviate from their LCA mapping increased by only 51 (increased from 106 to 157)
among a total of 20, 161 total internal gene nodes. The total number of domain
transfers in these DG-groups was 1, 786.
Splitting large DG-groups into smaller communities.

As seen in our

dataset, DG-groups can become extremely large, comprising of thousands of domain trees and gene trees. Upon closer inspection of the largest complex DGgroup in our dataset (with 1, 205 domain trees and 2, 394 gene trees), we found
that it is composed of many small well-connected communities of domain and gene
trees, with different communities connected to each other through small numbers
of shared gene trees. We refer to these communities within a larger DG-group
as DG-communities, and gene trees that “connect” different DG-communities as
connecting gene trees. Figure 4.3 illustrates how a larger DG-group can be split
into smaller DG-communities connected through connecting gene trees.
To systematically identify DG-communities within large DG-groups and
study their relevance, we devised a simple algorithm for identifying clusters in
bipartite graphs. While many clustering algorithms exist for bipartite graphs, we
found that these could not be directly applied for identifying DG-communities
since most clustering algorithms seek to partition the set of nodes into distinct
clusters (effectively by deleting edges). This would not work in the current setting
since we wish to retain all domain-gene edges and some gene trees must therefore
appear in multiple DG-communities.
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Fig. 4.3: This figure shows how the DG-group on the left can be split into three
smaller DG-communities. Blue dots represent domain trees. Solid orange circles (labeled A and B) represent connecting gene trees, and
hollow orange circles represent other gene trees. As shown, each DGcommunity is connected to at least one other DG-community through
connecting gene trees.
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Our new clustering algorithm is specifically designed for identifying DGcommunities. It partitions all domain trees into different DG-communities, but
allows some gene trees to appear in multiple DG-communities. The algorithm
makes use of a similarity measure between domain trees to do the clustering
and we define this similarity in a manner that is meaningful for detecting DGcommunities. Specifically, given domain trees D1 and D2 , we define the similarity
between them, denoted sim(D1 , D2 ), as follows:

sim(D1 , D2 ) =

|GD1 ∩ GD2 | |GD1 ∩ GD2 |
+
.
|GD1 |
|GD2 |

(4.1)

A high-level description of the proposed clustering algorithm follows. In
addition to D and G, the algorithm takes as input a clustering parameter ρ.
Find-Communities (D, G, LD , ρ)
1. Compute sim(D1 , D2 ) for each pair of domain trees D1 , D2 ∈ D.
2. Initialize the set pool to include all domain trees in D.
3. While |pool| ≥ 2 and maxD1 ,D2 ∈pool sim(D1 , D2 ) ≥ ρ.
(a) Choose a pair of domain trees from pool with greatest similarity and
create a new community with that pair. Add all gene trees associated
with the two domain trees to this community.
(b) Repeatedly choose one domain tree from pool that has maximal average
similarity to the domain trees in the current community and add this
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domain tree to the current community. Add all gene trees associated
with this new domain tree to the community. Repeat this step until
the maximal average similarity falls below ρ.
4. Add all remaining domain trees in pool to their own single-domain communities, along with their associated gene trees.
There are several crucial reasons for decomposing large DG-groups into
smaller DG-communities. First, DG-communities are expected to represent clusters of domains and genes that are closely related and biologically meaningful,
whereas the domains and genes in a large DG-group are likely to be only weakly associated. Second, DG-communities reveal the underlying structure of DG-groups
and help identify connecting gene families. And third, each DG-community can
be viewed as a smaller DG-group for the purposes of mDGS reconciliation and it
may be more appropriate to use these smaller DG-communities than larger weakly
connected DG-groups.
Analyzing DG-communities.

We applied our clustering algorithm to the

largest complex group in our dataset with clustering parameter ρ = 1.0. This resulted in the identification of 532 DG-communities, of which 304 DG-communities
contain only one domain tree and the remaining 228 DG-communities together
contain 901 domain trees. Among the 2, 394 gene trees in the largest complex
DG-group, 647 (or 1.22 per DG-community on average) were identified as connecting gene trees. We found that these connecting gene trees were often larger
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in size and contained more domains, on average, than the other gene trees. More
precisely, the 647 connecting gene trees contained 2.8 domains each, on average,
compared to 1.81 domains over all gene trees within the DG-group. Similarly,
connecting gene trees each contained 29.2 leaf nodes on average, compared to
20.0 leaf nodes for all gene trees in the DG-group. This is not entirely surprising
since any connecting gene tree must necessarily contain domains from at least two
different domain trees while no such constraint applies to other gene trees.
Next, we applied our mDGS reconciliation heuristic to each DG-community
separately and compared the resulting gene-species reconciliations against those
obtained by applying the heuristic to the entire DG-group. Recall that, when
mDGS reconciliation was applied to the entire DG-group, the total number of
gene nodes that deviate from their LCA mapping increased to 795 from the 501
observed for the base DGS-algorithm. In contract, when the mDGS-algorithm is
applied separately to each DG-community in this DG-group, the total number of
gene nodes that deviate from their LCA mapping increases to only 567. In other
words, to make the underlying DGS reconciliations consistent in their gene-species
mappings, mDGS reconciliation on the entire DG-group required 294 additional
gene tree nodes to deviate from their LCA mappings, while this number falls
dramatically to only 66 gene nodes when mDGS reconciliation is applied to all
DG-communities in that DG-group. Thus, the vast majority of gene nodes that
deviate from their LCA mappings appear on connecting gene trees. One possible
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explanation for this surprising result is that nodes in connecting gene trees are
more likely to be assigned conflicting mappings by their associated domain trees;
however, we observed that this was not the case. In fact, we found that conflicting
gene trees had only 31 gene tree nodes with conflicting mapping assignments
compared to 115 for all 2, 394 gene trees in the DG-group. This implies that the
abundance of gene nodes on conflicting gene trees that deviate from their LCA
mappings is caused by greater disagreement between the conflicting mappings
(i.e., the conflicting mappings may be far apart on the species tree), causing the
mapping of such nodes to be moved higher up towards the root than for other
nodes with conflicting mappings.
We performed further analysis to assess if the sizes or other features of
connecting gene trees may explain this overabundance of gene nodes deviating
from their LCA mappings. We found that even though connecting gene trees are
larger, on average, than other gene trees, they together contained less than 40%
of the total number of gene tree nodes in this DG-group. We also evaluated if the
larger number of domain families, on average, represented in connecting gene trees
may explain the overabundance, but found that connecting gene trees constitute
only 61% of all gene trees with at least two domain families and that these gene
trees contain the same average number of domain families as connecting gene trees.
Thus, the overabundance of gene nodes deviating from their LCA mappings on
connecting gene trees is adequately explained neither by their size nor by their
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domain content.
One possible explanation for this surprising result is a higher error rate
for connecting gene trees. Such error in gene trees could be caused by domain
chaining, discordance in domain evolutionary histories, and other reasons. Thus,
the identification of DG-communities within DG-groups may not only lead to more
accurate mDGS reconciliations but also help identify erroneous multi-domain gene
trees.

4.5

Conclusion

In this work, we extended the existing DGS reconciliation framework to address
the problem of inconsistent gene-species mappings. We introduced the mDGS
reconciliation framework and provided an efficient heuristic for estimating optimal
mDGS reconciliations. Using an extensive experimental study on real biological
data, we demonstrated the importance of mDGS reconciliation and showed that
the proposed heuristic is effective at estimating optimal mDGS reconciliations. We
also developed a technique to further improve the accuracy of mDGS reconciliation
by introducing the notion of a DG-community, which is a subset of the domain
and gene trees under consideration, and providing a clustering algorithm to find
such DG-communities.
Several important research questions remain to be explored. First, our
heuristic for mDGS reconciliation is rather simplistic, changing only the gene-
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species mappings to achieve consistency and preserving the domain-gene mappings computed using DGS reconciliation. Simultaneous correction of both the
domain-gene and gene-species mappings may lead to more optimal reconciliations.
Second, a thorough simulation study is needed to systematically assess the impact
of using mDGS reconciliation instead of DGS reconciliation and to properly assess
the effectiveness of the proposed heuristic. The recent development of a probabilistic simulation framework for gene and subgene evolution [33] will facilitate
such studies. And third, it would be interesting to further study the connecting gene families identified by our algorithm for finding DG-communities. It is
possible that many connecting gene families represent cases of domain chaining.
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Chapter 5

Discussion

In this work the DGS reconciliation model was proposed for integrated analysis
of domain-, gene-, and species-level evolution. Our DGS reconciliation model is
the first computational framework that explicitly captures the interdependence
of domain-, gene-, and species-level evolution, and simultaneously optimizes the
evolution of domains within genes, and genes within species. We showed that
the underlying computational problem is NP-hard and presented an efficient and
effective heuristic and a more accurate but less scalable exact algorithm. We also
extended the DGS model to a more general version that takes as input multiple
domain trees and simultaneously reconciles them against a group of gene trees
and a species tree. We showed the multiple domain trees version of DGS model
(mDGS) is more accurate for inferring domain and gene evolutionary histories.
To conclude, we view our DGS model as a powerful platform on which
many applications could be implemented. Here we list some potential applications
below.
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5.1

Impact on gene tree construction

In chapter 5 we demonstrated the connecting gene families have higher error rate in
the mDGS reconciliation model. One potential cause is due to domain chaining
effect which can affect the gene tree topology. Our analysis suggests that the
mDGS model could be used to identify erroneous gene trees and potentially to
construct more accurate gene trees.

5.2

Impact on domain tree construction

Domain sequences are much shorter than genes, which is one of the difficulty in
constructing domain trees. In chapter 2 we already showed the domain trees built
by RAxML are highly error-prone, which is the motivation of using TreeFix to
refine the topology. However, TreeFix was proposed for gene trees thus doesn’t
consider the joint modeling between domain, gene and species. Our DGS model
could potentially replace DL model as a evaluation criteria in TreeFix-like softwares.

5.3

Analysis of domain architectures

Domain architectures are at the center of many existing studies about domains.
Throughout this work domain architectures are not formally discussed, but we
point out that it is possible to integrate domain architectures into our DGS model.
One promising development of DGS model (mDGS, to be specific) is to use known
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domain architectures as auxiliary information for our DGS reconciliation. For
instance, known domain architectures could be helpful to identify and verify DGcommunities.
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